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This study was directed to improve our understanding of the ecology of Swiss needle
cast (SNC) of Douglas-fir, a disease that produces extensive damage to forests and
plantation in the coastal region of Oregon and Washington. A disease prediction model
for the coastal area of Oregon was built by establishing the relationship between the
distribution of disease severity and the environment. Currently available methods of
determining the distribution of SNC were analyzed, and the possibility of mapping the
disease using Landsat TM satellite images was explored.
Two types of regression approaches were used to study the relationship between
disease severity and climate, topography, soil and forest stand characteristics. Although
both types provided useful information and insight, the multiple regression approach was
chosen over the regression tree analysis to build the model, due to its capacity to
produce a continuous prediction response.
Fog occurrence, precipitation, temperature, elevation and slope aspect, were the
variables that contributed to explain most of the disease severity variability. Findings
agree with and formalize our previous understanding of the ecology of SNC: cool and
Redacted for Privacywet conditions in summer appear to increase disease severity. When the model was
applied to past climate conditions, retrospective predictions suggest that changes in
climate in the last two decades could help to explain the observed recent regional
increase in SNC disease severity.
The resulting model was used to construct a disease prediction map. This map
showed an accuracy equivalent to the currently available SNC aerial survey. The
prediction model, however, is able to produce a continuous prediction surface, more
suitable for testing and appropriate for assisting in disease management and research.
A strong relationship between mature stand canopy defoliation and the Landsat TM
indices greenness and brightness, indicates that it is possible to use satellite imagery to
map SNC. In contrast, young stands showed high variability, mostlikely due to the
relatively high proportion of exposed understory vegetation.
The possibility of mapping stand defoliation is of great importance because this
symptom can be directly linked to tree growth and forest productivity. Satellite imagery
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Swiss needle cast (SNC), a foliar disease of Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Mirb.) Franco] has raised generalized concern in Oregon and Washington. In the last
decade it has intensified from a few reports of localized damage to an estimate in
1999 of about 120,000 hectares of severely infected forest plantations in Oregon and
about 200,000 in Washington (Filip et al. 2000).
The causal agent of SNC, the ascomycete Phaeociyptopus gaeumannhi (Rhode)
Petrak was first discovered in Switzerland in the mid 1920s in young Douglas-fir
plantations established from trees brought from the United States (Gäumann 1930).
The fungus was first found in the U.S. in 1938 (Meinecke 1939), but only starting in
the late 1970s did the disease become evident in young plantations, and then only
as scattered unpublished reports (Hadfield and Douglas 1982, Michaels and
Chastagner 1984). In the late 1980s a more generalized damage of forests began to
be observed in the northern Oregon coast, with a dramatic intensification in the last
decade.
Despite the impression given by the previous enumeration of facts of it being a
progressive epidemic, SNC was always considered a typical example of a disease
caused by a weak plant parasite that becomes damaging only when its host,
Douglas-fir, is grown in non-optimal conditions. The reasons for this belief are: first of
all, it is widely accepted that P.gaeumannhi isnative to the western U.S. and it is
known to occur throughout the natural range of Douglas-fir (Winton 2001), therefore2
its presence does not necessarily imply the occurrence of disease. Second, it is
believed that the epidemics in central Europe in the 1920s, and later in New Zealand
(Hood and Kershaw 1975), Australia (Hood 1997) and the eastern U.S. (Boyce 1940)
were all caused by fungal inocula brought with the trees themselves, and as a result
of trees being grown in conditions different from those of their area of origin. Finally,
outbreaks in Christmas tree plantations in the 1970s were attributed to trees being
grown in agricultural lands where Douglas-fir would not naturally grow.
The recent outbreak, however, seems to defy what was thought to be a clear
understanding of SNC. Extensive symptoms and damage are occurring, not just
scattered but throughout the coastal areas of Oregon and Washington, where
Douglas-fir has always vigorously grown. Since the early 1 990s, SNC not only has
expanded inland, and north and south of the Tillamook area (where symptoms were
earlier observed) but it has also intensified within the coastal region appearing in
stands that were previously symptomless.
The disease
P. gaeumannhiascospore production and release peaks in late spring-early
summer, and it can continue for several months. Spore release seems to strongly
depend on rainfall or high ambient moisture, and it coincides with the time at which
new Douglas-fir foliage is in the process of flushing and expanding. Current season
needles are considered to be the most susceptible to infection (Hood 1997).
Ascospores that land on needles germinate and develop hyphae. Hyphae both
grow superficially and penetrate through leaf stomata colonizing the needle
parenchyma (Capitano 1999). The magnitude of this hyphal growth, especially
external growth, appears to strongly depend on climatic conditions.Originating from internal hyphae, fungal fruiting bodies, the pseudothecia, start to
form and mature in the stomatal chambers. Between November and February
pseudothecia start to emerge and they become visible as dark dots in the center of
stomata. Pseudothecia continue to grow in size through the spring. By May spores
are released and the infection cycle starts again. No asexual reproduction stage is
known to occur in P. gaeumannhi 's life cycle.
Pseudothecia growing in stomatal chambers occlude stomata and decrease
stomatal conductance (Manter 2000, Manter et al. 2000). As pseudothecia emerge
and develop on a significant proportion of the stomatal complement of a needle, the
needle CO2 assimilation capacity is reduced. If this situation intensifies or persists,
the needle then becomes unproductive, and ultimately undergoes abscission.
Under normal circumstances profuse needle colonization and extensive stomatal
blockage occurs only in older (4-6 years old) or senescent needles. Loss of older,
less productive needles does not impact the normal functioning of the tree, and even
when P. gaeumannii may be present and active the tree is not experiencing disease.
Where SNC occurs however, younger needles become colonized with the
subsequent premature chlorosis and needle shed. In the most severe cases, trees
may only retain the current year needle complement. Repeated needle loss results in
growth reduction.
The characteristic SNC symptoms then are: premature needle senescence
starting from the older twig internodes, crown chlorosis, defoliation, and sometimes
twig die-back. In the long run, tree height and volume growth can be substantially
impacted, reaching in the latter case up to about 50% reduction (Maguire 2001). Even
though individual trees may express SNC symptoms differently, discoloration and
needle loss appears somewhat uniformly across large areas such as entire hill4
slopes, stands, etc. In fact, often discoloration is so generalized that it modifies the
appearance of the entire landscape.
Regionally, stands affected by SNC occur in the Washington coast and most of
the Oregon coast, in a strip of 30-40 km wide from the coast inland. Higher severity
has been associated with areas closer to the ocean, with higher precipitation or
where fog is more prevalent (Hansen et al. 2000).
The need to know why, where and when
If this cycle has been always present in Douglas-fir forests what has changed in
the Douglas-fir-Phaeociyptopus interaction that resulted in an extensive epidemic?
Several hypotheses have been proposed. For example, an increase in the
proportion of Douglas-fir in the coastal area due to the planting of this species in
areas where it previously was a minor vegetation component, aggravated in some
cases by the planting of non-local, more susceptible seed source (Hansen et al.
2000); a soil nutrient imbalance due to the replacement of deciduous vegetation by
conifer forests (Waring et al. 2000); climate change (Hansen et al. 2000); or the
emergence of a more virulent fungal genotype (Winton 2001).
Many of these hypotheses can be explored by developing a better understanding
of the ecology of SNC at the regional level. That is, understanding the conditions at
which the disease expresses different levels of severity. Knowing the relationship
between the disease expression and the environment will also allow the prediction in
space and time of any SNC epidemic.
Frequently, this kind of relationship can be structured and formalized in a disease
model. A model is a representation of reality capable of articulating a series of
principles that represent or explain that reality. If the model reflects reality accurately5
enough, then the model is able to describe that reality even in situations in which no
information is available. This is called "prediction". One of the objectives of this
dissertation is to elaborate a model to accurately describe and predict the distribution
of Swiss needle cast in the Oregon coastal region.
Biological systems are often too complex to be exhaustively represented by a
model. In reality, models are simplified versions of the phenomenon they describe
and have always some kind of limitations in their precision and/or the situations in
which they can be used. These limitations are determined by the assumptions the
model is based on, by the type of input information, and/or by the structure of the
model itself.
When the spatial dimension of a system is considered, a particular type of
complexity is added to its understanding. Phenomena that operate at a certain space
scale often behave differently or do not operate at all at another scale. So when
phenomena such as the distribution of a disease are to be studied or modeled, the
scale of operation needs to be clearly defined. Any conclusion drawn from that model
then needs to be confined to the established scale range. Similarly, any departure
from the established scale needs to be done carefully.
The definition of scale is tightly linked with the phenomenon to be described. This
in turn depends on the objectives of the model, that is, what one wants to accomplish
with the model. In the case of the SNC disease model, the need to produce
information that can be readily used in forest disease management was recognized.
Questions such as why stands in a certain area tend to present higher severity than
stands in another area seemed particularly relevant. For this reason, the stand level
was the minimum scale considered and special emphasis was given to the landscape
and regional level.Working at the regional scale posses the challenge of finding appropriate
information, particularly about the distribution of disease severity. A region constitutes
a very large area to be completely covered by a disease survey. The larger the area
to be covered, the less intense a point-based survey can be if resources are limited.
Another important property of the method chosen to gather disease information is its
repeatability. Following the disease in time is crucial to determine the general trend of
the epidemic. Even when there were a number of ground-based SNC surveys
available to build the disease model, it was considered of crucial importance to
analyze other methods of disease monitoring more suited to covering large
extensions. One of the objectives of this dissertation was to compare all the available
methods of disease surveying and mapping (including the prediction model) and to
determine their relative accuracy and usefulness. In the same context, another
objective was to evaluate the feasibility of using remote sensing as a way of mapping
the distribution of disease.
Thesis organization
This dissertation is organized in three main research chapters. Chapter 2
describes the development of the SNC prediction model. Chapter 3 has several
objectives; one is to evaluate the possibility of improving the model of Chapter 2, the
other is to test the model performance in previously untested sites and at different
times, and finally, to compare the model prediction with other disease survey
methods. Chapter 4 presents a study to assess the feasibility of using satellite
imagery to map Swiss needle cast. The last chapter, Chapter 5, summarizes the main
results and provides an overall discussion of the most important aspects of the thesis.References
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The Use of Regression Analyses to Predict Swiss Needle Cast Disease
Distribution and Severity in Young Douglas-Fir Plantations in Coastal Oregon.
Pablo H. Rosso and Everett M. Hansen
Introduction
Swiss needle cast (SNC), a foliar disease of Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Mirb.) Franco] caused by the ascomycetous fungus Phaeociyptopusgaeumannhi
(Rhode) Petrak, was first discovered in Switzerland in the mid I 920s in young
plantations established from seedlings brought from the U.S. Since SNC has also
been observed in other places where Douglas-fir was introduced (Hood 1997), such
as in New Zealand (Hood and Kershaw 1975), the severity of the disease was
considered a consequence of the host growing in non-optimal conditions. In contrast,
although the fungus is widespread and apparently native to Oregon, it has not caused
extensive damage to forest trees until recently (Boyce 1940, Hansen et al. 2000). In
the late 1980s, however, chlorosis, premature defoliation, and growth loss associated
with Swiss needle cast were evident in many young, previously vigorous forest
plantations on the north Oregon coast and the disease has since intensified and
spread (Hansen et al. 2000).
The causes of this disease outbreak may only be determined if the conditions at
which it occurs are well understood. Different environmental conditions, including
climate, topography, soil characteristics and forest stand characteristics (such as fire
history, stand composition and structure, etc.), have been associated with the disease
distribution in Oregon. For example, disease severity seems to be higher in low
elevation areas, south slopes, in sites previously occupied by spruce or alder, and/or10
sites with high rainfall or closer to the coast (Hansen et al. 2000, Manter 2000).
Despite these observations, a systematic and detailed study of the variables that are
associated with the disease distribution still needs to be done.
Disease surveys and observations indicate SNC affects whole stands and large
areas suggesting that disease expression depends on phenomena operating at the
landscape and/or regional scale. SNC disease also has a strong seasonal pattern of
development. In the Pacific Northwest, infection occurs in May or June shortly after
bud break. Germ tubes penetrate young needles through stomata colonizing them
intercellularly. They also colonize the needle surface (Capitano 1999). Pseudothecia
form and mature in the stomatal chambers from November to February, and by May
ascospores are released and the infection cycle starts again. Needle colonization
and stomatal occlusion by pseudothecia gradually impair the normal functioning of
the needle (Manter 2000) leading to premature needle shed, when about 50% of
stomata are occupied (Hansen et al. 2000, Manter 2000). Needle discoloration and
loss may be evident in plantations as early as January, depending on the severity of
the infection and climatic conditions.
To better understand the disease, it is important to determine under what
conditions it is most prevalent. The natural spatial and temporal variations of the
disease can be systematically studied to investigate the extent and nature of the
environmental influence on disease severity.
The objective of this study was to determine what factors are associated with the
distribution and severity of SNC in Oregon and to build a statistical model to predict
its occurrence. To achieve this goal, two main statistical tools, multiple linear
regression and regression tree analysis were used and their corresponding outcomes
compared.11
This approach uses information at the regional, landscape and stand levels in an
attempt to uncover general environmental patterns associated with the observed
disease distribution, under the assumption that these patterns reflect processes
occurring at smaller scales. This approach does not require a detailed knowledge of
the mechanics of the disease to produce accurate predictions, but at the same time, it
might provide clues to what information at finer scales is needed to better understand
the disease.
Methods
To produce a disease prediction model, regression analyses were done using
ground-based disease information as response (dependent) variables. This disease
information was obtained from survey plots established in diseased and healthy
Douglas-fir plantations in western Oregon. Explanatory (independent) variables were
obtained by one of three methods: 1) direct measurement of survey plot
characteristics (terrain slope and aspect, etc), 2) overlay of digital disease survey plot
maps on digital environmental information (temperature, precipitation, elevation, etc.),
through the use of geographic information systems (GIS); and 3) documented
information (plantation seed source, stand site index, etc.).
Research area
The area of study, the northern coastal region of Oregon, extends from the city of
Astoria (46° 10' lat. N), south to Coos Bay (43°25' lat. N); and from the coast inland
about 50 km to a north-south line at approximately 123°10' long; corresponding to the
western edge of the Willamette Valley (Figure 2.1) (about 11,500 km2). The Oregon
coast topography is determined by the Coast Range, a moderately high range with12
Figure 2.1. Location of the Swiss needle cast survey plots in northwest Oregon.
Main cities in the area (stars) have been included for geographic reference.13
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most ridge tops within 450-750 m of altitude. Steep slopes and soils with relatively
little development characterize the area. A wet and mild climate allows for the growth
of dense and productive conifer forests where Douglas-fir has been extensively
harvested and re-planted by the timber industry.
Disease survey
A 1998 SNC survey conducted by the Oregon Department of Forestry provided
the disease severity information and most other stand-based data. A total of 220, 10-
30 yr-old plantations in the Oregon coastal area were selected according to
accessibility and with no other evident bias (Fig. 2.1). Each stand was measured for
needle retention and a composite SNC severity rating was assigned.
To determine stand needle retention, a transect was laid through each stand
starting from a haphazard point. 5 points were established along the transect every
50 foot interval. The nearest 2 dominant or codominant trees were selected for
sampling. The percentage of needles present on secondary lateral branches of the
upper 1/3 of the crown of each tree was assessed. A value of "1" was assigned for
each year's internode which had 100% of the needles present, as determined by
visual assessment, and a fraction of 1, if less. For example, if a branch appeared to
have the full complement of needles on the last 4 year's internodes and only half of
the year before that, it would receive a rating of 4.5.
The SNC rating is a composite of the stand's average tree foliar retention, height
growth and foliage color. The lower value "1" represents a healthy stand, with 3 or
more years of foliage, annual height growth of about I m and normal green color;
while "6" indicated a severely diseased stand with only 1 yr of retention, reduced15
height growth and chiorotic foliage. Both the stand SNC severity rating and crown
needle retention were alternatively used as response variables in the models.
The location of the central geographic point of each stand was determined with
GPS (Global Position System) and digitized into a point coverage which was
displayed on a Landsat TM image to assess the accuracy of digital stand location by
comparison to detailed stand maps and aerial photos.
Independent variables (Table 2.1)
Temperature and precipitation data were obtained from raster(grid)-based outputs
from the climate prediction model PRISM (Daly et al. 1994). These grids have an
approximate cell resolution of 4x4 km (2.5 arc-minute). Temperature and precipitation
grids of the months considered most relevant from the epidemiological point of view,
January, April-July and November (Capitano 1999), were selected from the 5 most
recent available years (1989-1993). Each of the 6 months was averaged over the 5
years. Ambient vapor pressure deficit (VPD), a measure of the water content of the
atmosphere, was derived from temperature rasters following Monteith and Unsworth
(1990).
Degree-days base 0°C were calculated using an interpolation model that uses
PRISM climate grids as inputs (Coop 2000). Total radiation was calculated using
Solarlmg, a solar input model (Harmon and Marks 1995) based on geographic
location and digital topographic information.
Two types of fog data were used in the analysis: one obtained from satellite
imagery and the other from a fog distribution model. Fog/low cloud occurrence was16
Table 2.1. Variables considered in the analysis to build the SNC prediction model.
In gray background are the independent variables selected for the regression
analyses.
Variables Layer type/Resolution
Response:
Stand SNC severity rating (5 categories, 1=low 5=high severity) Point coverage
Upper 1/3 crown needle retention (continuous, 08-3.5) Point coverage
Independent:
Universal Transverse Mercator X and Y coordinates
Climate directly fromPRISMmodel
Mean monthly maximum temperature (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (°C)2.5 arc-minute (' 4x4 km) raster
Mean monthly minimum temperature (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (°C)2.5 arc-minute(4x4 km) raster
Mean monthly precipitation (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (mm) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
Climate derived fromPRISMoutputs
Mean vapor pressure deficit (VPD)(rnoriths: J,A,M,J,J&N) (Pa) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 km) raster
Degree days, base 0°C (months: JA,M,J,J&N) (°C) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 km) raster
Total radiation (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (Solarlmg model) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 km) raster
July fog occurrence (Fog model) lxi km raster
Climate fromGOESsatellite
1999 spring-summer fog/low cloud occurrence 8x8 km raster
1999 fall-winter fog/low cloud occurrence 8x8 km raster
Topography fromD.E.M.s
Elevation (rn)(3 different resolutions) 60, 90&140 rn-pixel size raster
Slope inclination (%) (3 different resolutions) 60, 90&140 rn-pixel size raster
Slope aspect (SE-W vs. NW-E) (3 different resolutions) 60, 90&140 rn-pixel size raster
Heat load index (0-1)(2 different resolutions) 60&140 rn-pixel size raster
Topography measured "in situ"
Elevation (rn)
Slope inclination (%)
Slope aspect (binary: SE-W vs. NW-E)
Slope position (binary: Low-Mid vs. High-Ridge/Top)
Standcharacteristics
Age (yrs)
Site index
Stem density (trees per hectare)
Seed source (binary: Local vs. Non-local)
Distance to the coast (mi)
Historical vegetation
Areas dominated by Douglas-fir in 1936 (binary: Y / N) Polygon coverage
Areas dominated by Spruce-Hemlock in 1936 (binary: Y / N) Polygon coverage
Soil characteristics from STATSGOdatabase
Organic matter (% weight) Polygon coverage
Upper layer depth (cm) Polygon coverage
Soil order (4 categories) Polygon coverage
Particle size (6 categories) Polygon coverage
Geology/Lithology (15 categories) Polygon coverage17
mapped using daily images obtained from GOES satellite (NOAA). This satellite
produces an 8-km resolution raster image in which low clouds and high clouds are
represented by different pixel values. Images from 1999 were downloaded from the
Internet (http://orbit35i.nesdis.noaa.qov/arad/fpdt/foq.html) and processed to obtain a
cumulative fog occurrence value for the spring-summer and fall- winter periods. The
modeled fog map (C. Daly, unpublished) utilizes climate variables and topography as
inputs, and produces a map depicting the daily percentage of hours with fog over the
entire month of July in the Oregon coast at a resolution of 1 km.
Two types of topographic variables were produced. One from measurementsin
situ and the other obtained from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). Theinsitu
measurements of slope aspect and inclination were made on the ground using a
hand-held compass and clinometer. Measurements were approximated to represent
the entire stand or plantation. Stand slope position was also assigned on the ground,
describing the location of the stand with respect to the bottom of the slope, with 4
possible values: low, medium, high or mountain top.
Stand characteristics, age, site index, tree density and seed source were obtained
from stand records. Elevation and shortest distance to the coast were extracted from
maps.
A 60-rn resolution DEM was re-sampled to 90- and 140-rn resolution DEMs. Slope
aspect and inclination were calculated in ERDAS-Irnagine (v. 8.3) for each of the 3
DEM5. After exhaustive analysis of alternative slope representations, aspect was
converted from azimuth angles to 8 cardinal directions: N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW,
and finally made into a binary variable assigning aspects SE, S, SW and W a "0",
and NW, N, NE and E, a "1".
The 1936 stand vegetation variables were extracted from a polygon coverage
produced by the Forest Service based on a map by Andrews and Cowlins (US Forest18
Service 1936). The coverage was transformed to raster and a 1936 vegetation
category was assigned to each stand. Stands were classified according to whether or
not they had Douglas-fir or spruce-hemlock as the dominant species in 1936.
Soil variables were obtained from the State Soil Geographic Data Base
(STATSGO, USDA). Stands were geographically matched with the corresponding
map units, and the dominant soil types ("sequum" number) were selected from each
map unit. The following soil characteristics were obtained: upper layer depth, calcium
carbonate contents (% by weight), cation exchange capacity, organic matter (% by
weight), particle size (sandy, loamy, silty, etc.) and soil order. Calcium carbonate and
cation exchange capacity were later discarded due to lack of variability and missing
information.
Variables in raster format were overlaid on the SNC survey point coverage and an
ASCII table was generated using the "Convert Pixels to ASCII" function in ERDAS-
Imagine v. 8.3.
Analyses
All variables were plotted and correlated with the response variables to
investigate the data structure. Since no single variable was highly correlated with
either disease rating or needle retention, a multivariate approach was considered.
The total number of variables evaluated (68) (Table 2.1) was reduced to a
manageable number (Table 2.1, gray background) using the following procedure.
Climate variables from different months within a group (i.e.: maximum temperature in
January, April, May, June, July and November) were correlated by pairs and only one
variable of each highly correlated subgroup was taken for further analysis. Other
variables, such as site index, were excluded a priori because of excessive numbers19
of missing values. Categorical variables that could not be reduced to binary (e.g.: soil
order) were also excluded from this first part of the analysis because creating
indicator variables for each category would increase the number of explanatory
variables in a very inefficient way. The addition of these variables would complicate
the analysis and interpretation of results, besides utilizing degrees of freedom
necessary to test interaction terms later in the analysis. In these cases, disease rating
and needle retention were averaged by categories of each variable to verify the
presence of trends in symptoms among categories. The explanatory value of these
variables excluded a priori was assessed once a satisfactory model was built.
After this first selection, the number of explanatory variables was reduced to
about a third of the initial number. The resulting variables and the response variables
were combined to build a model using two alternative tests: multiple regression, and a
regression tree analysis (the latter often referred to as "CART analysis"; Breiman et
al. 1984).
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Variables were screened for fulfillment of the regression assumptions (Ramsey
and Schafer 1997). Correlation coefficients were calculated to check for high
correlation between any two variables. None of the selected variables had a
correlation coefficient higher than 0.8. A PCA (Principal Component Analysis) was
done to check for multivariate correlation (Tabachnik and Fidell 1989), but none was
observed. Normality assumption of each variable was also tested using box-plots and
histograms. Normality of all the variables together was tested using a PCA analysis
and analyzing histograms of the PCs (Tabachnik and Fidell 1989). Variables
(including the response variable) showing departures from normality weretransformed as needed. July precipitation, 140-rn resolution elevation, 60-rn
resolution elevation, elevation in situ and organic matter were transformed to
logarithmic scale. Exploratory regression analyses were carried out and scatterplots
of the residuals were constructed to detect possible non-linearity and non-constant
variance. All these assumptions were met by the variables selected.
For the selection of the best regression models, two variable selection techniques
called "Cp statistic" and "BIC" (Schwartz's Bayesian Information Criterion) were used
(Ramsey and Schafer 1997). These techniques assign the lowest value to those
regression models that best explain the response variable with the least number of
independent variables. Models with lower Cp and BIC statistic values were selected
for further analysis.
Cp and BIC do not provide a clear criterion to choose only one model over a
number of models with low statistic values. Furthermore, models selected by these
techniques can include variables whose coefficients are not significantly different from
zero.
For this reason all the variables included in the selected models were pooled
together and included in one regression model. All possible two-way interaction and
quadratic terms were added to this model. Then, the variable with the highest p-value
(coefficient least significantly different from zero) was removed. This step was
repeated until all variables in the model showed coefficients significantly different
from zero (0.05 significance level).
Visual inspection of predicted vs. residual graphs, the "Dffits" function and
studentized residuals were used to identify outliers and influential observations. No
observation was found to be influential enough to be removed from the dataset.
A final model refinement was attempted by plotting the residuals against those
variables excluded a priori. Linear regression analysis was performed in SAS v. 8.0.21
Regression Tree Analysis (RT)
RT analysis is a relatively new technique, based on a sequential binary
partitioning of the data into homogeneous subsets, considering one explanatory
variable at a time. Primarily, this method utilizes all the entered explanatory variables
to classify the sampling units (in this case, disease survey plots). The model can be
later simplified by eliminating those explanatory variables that contribute less to the
overall prediction accuracy of the model, a process called pruning and shrinking.
This method has some advantages over traditional regression in that it is not
based on linear and additive relationships between factors, and variables do not need
to fulfill distributional assumptions (Dobbertin and Biging 1998, Michaelsen et al.
1994, Verbyla 1987). For this reason, explanatory variables were used in their
original format. Due to the successive splits of data, RT handles variables with
hierarchical interactions well. RT is also robust with respect to outliers and missing
values, and any type of variable, numerical or categorical, can be used without
transformation. Least squares regression may perform better than RT when the true
relationship between the response and explanatory variables is linear, but it can be
expected that even in those cases, RT would also effectively uncover the main
features of the data structure. The statistical package S-Plus (v. 4) was used to
perform the RT analyses.
Validation
50 stand plots (about
1/4of the complete data set) were randomly chosen and
excluded from the regression analysis to be used as a validation set for both the
linear regression and regression tree models. A statistical test by Freese (1960) was22
used to judge the predictive capability of the model and to compare models. Freese's
x2statistic helps determine whether or not a model achieves a certain degree of
accuracy when a validating data set is used. Accuracy is chosen a priori and depends
on the maximum tolerated departure from the observed values, and the desired
probability level.
Spatial Disease Distribution Analysis
The assumption of independence of observations in linear regression (Ramsey
and Schafer 1997) might be violated when samples come from a geographical
setting, because phenomena on the earth surface tend to be autocorrelated in space
(Morisette et al. 1999, Goodchild 1986). Autocorrelation is a measure of the degree of
correlation between values of a variable A at a certain point in space (x,y), and values
of the same variable at points located a certain distance apart (x+a, y+a). Intuitively, a
response variable that takes similar values only because samples are closer to each
other will tend to show relatively low variability and lower error, resulting in a better
regression fit than it would if the response variable was not autocorrelated. In the
case of a disease, if it is spatially autocorrelated it could be due to direct contagion
(interactive autocorrelation, Goodchild 1986) or due to the influence of a second
variable which is correlated with the disease, and spatially autocorrelated itself
(reactive autocorrelation, Goodchild 1986). A close look at residuals provides some
insight into these matters (Shaw and Wheeler 1994, Morisette et al. 1999). In the
case of reactive autocorrelation, if the explanatory variables included in the final
model are the only ones needed to explain the disease distribution, then the residuals
of the model would not show any spatial autocorrelation. That is, the similarities in
disease severity between close-by samples were taken away by the variables that23
were the cause of these similarities. On the other hand, if residuals are spatially
autocorrelated, then, either one or more explanatory variables (the ones that produce
this correlation) are missing in the model, or there is a direct influence of diseased
stands on near-by stands (interactive autocorrelation due to contagion).
To determine to what extent the dataset violates the assumption of independence,
semivariogram and correlogram plots were constructed and tests of autocorrelation
were performed on the residuals of the final disease prediction model. A
semivariogram calculates the average squared difference between the values of any
two points within a certain distance interval, called the "lag" distance (Myers 1997).
The lag distance is then multiplied by 2, and the squared difference is calculated
again between points separated up to 2-times the lag, then the lag is multiplied by 3,
etc. until the maximum possible distance between any two points of the dataset is
reached. The successive variances are then plotted against distance to see the
structure of the variance in space. In this case, two semivariograms were carried out,
calculating the semivariance of the SNC residuals between plots at lag distances of
10 and 20 km. Two correlograms (lags 10 and 20 km) were constructed to describe
the spatial autocorrelation between plots at different distances. Correlograms were
built following the same basic principles as the semivariograms, but using
autocorrelation instead of variance. Variograms and correlograms were built using the
software GSLIB version 2.0 (formulas for semivariance and autocorrelation can be
found in Deutsch and Journel 1998).
To more rigorously test for the presence of autocorrelation, two indices, Moran's I
and Geary's C were calculated. Both tests calculate the difference in values of the
variable of interest (in our case, disease prediction residuals) between any two points,
weighted by the distance between the points to emphasize the differences between
near-by points. Moran's I ranges from Ito 1, indicating no autocorrelation when it24
equals 0. In Geary's index, a value of 1 means no autocorrelation, less than 1 means
positive autocorrelation, and more than one, a negative one (Goodchild 1986, Griffith
1987). Calculations were done using S-PLUS version 3.3, Release 1, module Spatial
Library, 1995.
Prediction map
The best regression model was applied to geographically referenced information
in the form of grids, and a map of the predictions was produced to better understand
the spatial distributional characteristics of the predictions, and to allow for future
spatial prediction accuracy assessment.
Results
Disease survey
The resulting SNC severity rating ranged from I to 6, with an average of 2.59.
Since only 2 stands were classified as 6, their rating was changed to 5 and category
6 was eliminated from the analysis. Needle retention ranged from 0.80 to 3.50 with an
average of 1.87.
Analyses
Disease severity distribution was better explained by climate and topographic
variables that typically have an important influence on a stand's temperature and
moisture. Climate variables from summer months appeared more important than from
any other seasons.25
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Correlation coefficients among variables selected for the linear regression
analysis are presented in Table 2.2.
The best regression model found was:
Mean {SNC rating} =
3.30 - 0.13 mean July maximum temperature + 0.58 mean July precipitation
(logarithm scale) + 0.018 July fog occurrence + 0.23 SE-W slope aspect at 60-m
pixel size + 0.22 SE-W slope aspect in situ - 0.24 elevation in situ (logarithm
scale).
Standard errors of the coefficients are (starting from left): 1.38, 0.05, 0.17, 0.004,
0.1, 0.1 and 0.09. These variables explain about 60%(r2= 0.57, n=220) of the
observed variation in SNC rating. All coefficients of the included variables were
significantly different from zero at a 0.05 level. Figure 2.2a shows the relationship
between predicted and observed disease levels of the stand plots as applied to data
used to develop the regression model.
Residuals of this model (the unexplained variability) were plotted against the
quantitative variables excluded a priori: stand age, average stem density and site
index None of these variables showed an obvious trend with respect to the residuals.
Residuals were also averaged by categories of those soil categorical variables
excluded a priori: upper soil depth, soil order, particle size and geology/lithology but
no obvious trends were observed. Seed source was finally discarded because when
the information was reliable most of it corresponded to local sources.Table 2.2. Correlation table of the disease response variables and the independent variables selected for the regression
analyses. Binary variables are not included in the table. (The right side of the table continues on next page).
SNC Reterit X Y JuIMaxTNovMaxT NovMinTJuiPrecip JuIVPD AprDD JunDDJulFog
SNC 1.00
Retent
-0.49 1.00
x
-0.39 0.17 1.00
y 0.09 -0.15 0.68 1.00
.IiilMvT -0.43 0.15 0.16 -0.26 1.00
NovMaxT
0.31 -0.29 -0.75 -0.60 0.16 1.00
NovMinT
0.48 -0.34 -0.73 -0.33 0.08 0.74 1.00
JuiPreciD
0.51 -0.23 -0.21 0.38 -0.48 0.09 1.00
JuIVPD
-0.46 0.19 0.24 -0.20 0.80 0.04 -0.20 0.09 1.00
AorDD
0.16 -0.25 -0.65 -0.60 0.34 0.79 0.75 -0.20 0.23 1.00
JunDD
-0.12 -0.15 -0.33 -0.48 0.67 0.70 0.45 0.75 0.58 0.75 1.00
JulFoc
0.67 -0.39 -0.70 -0.08 -0.39 0.63 0.79 0.45 -0.47 0.49 0.12 1.00
S-SFoa
0.32 -0.29 -0.61 -0.41 0.06 0.76 0.63 0.79 -0.03 0.70 0.52 0.61
JuiRad
-0.31 0.40 0.25 -0.02 -0.12 -0.54 -0.61 0.63 -0.03 -0.53 -0.42 -0.50
EIevl4O
-0.31 0.40 0.28 0.01 -0.14 -0.57 -0.62 -0.61 -0.04 -0.56 -0.45 -0.51
EIev9O
-0.32 0.38 0.24 -0.05 -0.11 -0.52 -0.61 -0.62 -0.02 -0.50 -0.39 -0.51
EIev6O
-0.31 0.40 0.28 0.00 -0.13 -0.57 -0.62 -0.61 -0.04 -0.55 -0.44 -0.51
EIev/S
-0.32 0.37 0.24 -0.04 -0.08 -0.48 -0.56 -0.62 0.00 -0.46 -0.35 -0.48
SIool4O
0.07 0.12 -0.23 -0.22 -0.06 0.10 0.08 -0.56 -0.06 0.05 -0.06 0.05
SIoo6O
0.06 0.12 -0.25 -0.26 -0.07 0.13 0.07 0.08 -0.07 0.08 -0.03 0.06
SlooPerc 0.10 0.06 -0.31 -0.37 -0.06 0.22 0.07 0.07 -0.06 0.17 0.04 0.14
OraMat
0.36 -0.18 -0.37 0.06 -0.33 0.09 0.31 0.07 -0.33 0.00 -0.16 0.47
F\)
C)Table 2.2. (Continued)
S-SFog JuiRad EIevl4O EIev9O EIev6OEIev!S SIopl4OSIop6O SlopPerc OrgMat
SNC
Retent
x
Y
JuIMaxT
NovMaxT
NovMinT
JuiPreciD
JuIVPD
ADrDD
JunDD
JuIFoa
S-SFoa 1.00
JuiRad -0.51 1.00
EIevl4O 0.54 0.80 1.00
EIev9O -0.49 0.79 0.77 1.00
EIev6O 0.53 0.80 0.80 0.78 1.00
EIevIS -0.48 0.78 0.78 0.80 0.78 1.00
SI0D14O -0.01 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.10 0.16 1.00
SIoo6O 0.01 0.13 0.10 0.16 0.11 0.16 0.79 1.00
SIoDPerc 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.23 1.00
OraMat 0.18 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.11-0.13 -0.04 -0.04 -0.08 1.0028
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Figure 2.2. Linear regression model: predicted vs. observed
Comparison of predicted (Y axis) and observed (X axis) SNC ratings for the a) model
building plots, and b) validation plots. Observed values have been horizontally
displaced to facilitate visualization. S.E.: standard error bar.29
When the regression analysis was run with stand needle retention as the
response variable, the maximum variability explained was too low(r2= 0.29) to justify
further consideration.
Regression Tree Analysis
Initially, a regression tree of 25 nodes (that is, points at which splitting occurs)
was obtained. Accordingly, it had 25 terminal nodes (leaves), in which to place all the
survey plots to obtain a disease prediction for each plot. Residual mean deviance
(RMD), a measurement of the average heterogeneity within prediction groups
equaled 0.19. The original tree was pruned to avoid overfitting. An arbitrary limit of
less than 50% increase in RMD was set. The final size of the pruned tree was 10
nodes with an RMD of 0.27 (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.3). Climate variables found to be
relevant for the model were, in decreasing order of importance: July fog occurrence,
November average minimum temperature, July vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and April
degree days. Topography variables included: elevation at 90 m pixel size, slope
aspect at 60 m, slope inclination at 140 m, and elevation in situ. Geographic location
along the Y-axis (north-south) was also among the most important variables. Figure
2.4a shows the relationship between predicted and observed SNC values for the
plots used in the model building.
Validation
When the linear regression model equation was applied to the validation set of
stand plots, the mean of the residuals of the validation set was -0.01, indicating a bias
satisfactorily close to zero. The variance of the residuals was lower for the validation
set (0.30 vs. 0.37) indicating a comparable but higher precision of the validation setFigure 2.3. Classification of SNC plots using the regression tree analysis.
Binary splits are indicated by open text, terminal points (leaves), by boxes. First line
of each binary split is the name of the variable used for the split; second line, the
value at which split was done; third line, the sample size; and fourth line, the deviance
at that point. Any SNC survey plot can be placed in its corresponding box (leaf) by
following the tree, starting from the arrow at the top of the page. If the plot's value of
July fog is less than 48.5 it should follow the right split, where the circled "Y" (=Yes)
is. If not, it follows the circled "N" (=No). First line of each leaf represents the
predicted value, which is the average of the SNC rating values of the plots included in
that leaf; second line represents the sample size; and third line, the deviance.
The total sample size (n162) resulted from the subtraction of the validation set and
the exclusion of some plots with missing values in the explanatory variables.EIev9O/ <545 m
n=44
17.6
Aspect6o
n1 0
n=34 1.6
12.5
NW-El \ SE-W
Apr Ddays
I <4329
I n=14
1.3
n=20
4.2
JulyFog
<48.5 % of hours with fog
n= 162
128.9
JuIVPD
<680.41 Pa,Z
n=36
13.0
/® 2.29
SlopeIncIinl4O n=24
<18.5% 5.0
n=12
5.7
/
3.33
n=6
I2.33 1.3
In=6
1.3
3.91
n=1 2
2.9
31
Y (North-South)
<4,957,500
n=118
60.6
NovMinTemp
<3.20°C
n=82
36.2
2.84
n=44
13.9
ElevinSitu
<139.23 m
n=38
13.5
3.31
n°26
7.532
Table 2.3. Results of the regression tree analysis.
Characteristics of only the initial splits of the regression tree are presented (see Fig.
2.3), to show the points at which the maximum drop in deviance occurs. Deviance is a
measure of the heterogeneity of the group of stand plots included at each node. SNC
rating predicted value is the average of the SNC ratings of the stands included at
each node. Residual mean deviance of the regression tree equaled 0.27.
Group of stands (node) n Deviance Predicted
SNC rating
All stands 162 128.9 2.60
July fog <48.5 44 17.6 1.68
Elevation (90 m pixel)<545 34 12.5 1.53
Elevation (90 m pixel) >545 10 1.6 2.20
July fog >48.5 118 60.6 2.94
Y <4,957,500 36 12.9 2.47
Y >4,957,500 82 36.2 3.15
November mm. temp. <3.2 44 13.9 2.84
November mm. temp.>3.2 38 13.5 3.50
compared to the model set. Figure 2.2b shows the relationship between the predicted
and observed SNC rating when the model was applied to the validation plots, which is
similar to the relationship of the plots used to build the model (compare it with Fig.
2.2a).
For the Freese'sx2test a maximum tolerated departure of 0.5 units of SNC
disease rating was initially chosen and a probability level of 0.05. The calculatedx2
statistic was higher (221.13) than the criticalx2statistic from tables (65.17),
indicating an unacceptable level of accuracy. However, when the tolerated departure
was raised to 1 unit, the calculatedx2statistic was lower (55.28), providing statistical
evidence that 1 unit is about the highest accuracy the model could attain with that
specific validation set.4.5
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Figure 2.4. Regression tree model: predicted vs. observed.
Comparison of predicted (V axis) and observed (X axis) SNC ratings for the a) model
building plots and b) validation plots. Observed values have been horizontally
displaced to facilitate visualization. R. M. D.: residual mean deviance (equivalent to
standard error in linear regression).34
When the validation set was applied to the pruned regression tree model, it
showed a mean of the residuals close to zero (0.03) indicating virtual absence of
bias. Its precision was slightly lower than the original model (variance of residuals
0.32 and 0.37, respectively). Figure 2.4b depicts the predicted vs. observed
relationship for the validation set on the regression tree model.
As with the linear regression model, a departure of 1 and a probability level of
0.05 were chosen to apply the Freese'sx2test to the regression tree model. The
calculatedx2statistic was somewhat lower (62.29) than the criticalx2statistic from
tables (65.17), indicating that, similarly to the linear regression model, I unit is about
the highest accuracy the model could achieve.
Spatial Disease Distribution Analysis
Results of the two semivariograms and the two correlograms are presented in Table
2.4 and Figure 2.5. Data were normalized before calculating the semi-variance. All
the survey plots south of Winchester Bay (Figure 2.1) were excluded from the spatial
analysis because the extensive gap between them and the rest of the plots would
have produced error in the calculations. A1/2lag calculation is shown at the beginning
of each semivariogram in Fig. 2.5a to provide an estimate of the variance close to
zero distance (the "nugget effect", Myers 1997). It can be seen that at short distances
variance of disease prediction residuals is relatively low, indicating some similarities
between plots, which decreases as distance increases. At 20 km variance reaches a
high value, and in the 20-km lag variogram it seems to stabilize, forming a "sill"
(Myers 1997) on the graph with oscillations around the value of 1. The 10-km
variogram, however, because of its higher resolution, shows a dip at 30 km.35
Table 2.4. Semivariogram and correlogram analyses.
Lag (m)Distance
(m)
SemivarianceAutocorrelation Number
of point pairs
10,000 10,000 0.82 0.17 108
20,000 0.98 0.02 104
30,000 0.50 0.03 84
40,000 0.94 0.05 72
50,000 0.91 -0.11 74
20,000 20,000 0.98 0.17 104
40,000 0.94 0.03 72
60,000 1.17 0.05 64
80,000 0.86 0.004 42
100,000 1.19 -0.008 24
Autocorrelation values in the correlograms follow the same scale as Moran's I
(see Methods, Disease distribution analysis). Correlograms (Fig. 2.5b) show a low
(less than 0.2) autocorrelation in the first lag, and then a steep drop at the next lag to
near zero. Most points stay around zero autocorrelation, except for the last point in
the 10-km lag, which shows a tendency towards negative autocorrelation. Differences
between 10- and 20-km lag curves, in semivariograms and correlograms can be
attributed to differences in spatial resolution.
Moran's I test equaled 0.040 (2-sided p-value = 0.01, null hypothesis spatial of
independence) and Geary's C, 0.93 (2-sided p-value <0.001, null hypothesis spatial
of independence), providing a moderate and convincing evidence respectively, that
the test results were not obtained by chance from a population with no
autocorrelation, that is, that there is some degree of autocorrelation among residuals.
The same results were obtained using tests based on normality and on randomization
assumptions (Haining 1993, Goodchild 1986). The magnitude of this autocorrelation,
however, is very low (see Methods), indicating very little spatial dependence between
points. Following these results, it is concluded that even though there might be some36
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Figure 2.5. Semivariograms (a) and correlograms (b) of the SNC prediction
residuals.
The distance lag is the increment of maximum distance between points for which
semivariance or autocorrelation is calculated. For example, in the 10-km distance lag
semi-variogram, semivariance was calculated between points up to 10 km apart,
between 10 and 20 km, between 20 and 30 km, and so on. Similarly, for the 20-km
distance lag semi-variogram, semivariance was calculated in 20-km intervals. In (a) a
half-distance lag was calculated before the first lag to estimate the value of the
semivariance at distances close to zero. Values of semivariance were normalized.37
bias in the regression model due to spatial dependence of the response variable, this
bias is not important enough to invalidate the estimates of the model's precision.
Prediction map
Although both the multiple linear regression and the regression tree produced
similar results in terms of model accuracy, the former was chosen to construct the
prediction map because it was able to produce a continuous SNC prediction variable.
In contrast, the regression tree is able to generate only the prediction values obtained
at each leaf (Figure 2.3). Sinceinsitu values of elevation and slope aspect were not
available for all the cells of the grid,insitu values were compared with elevation and
aspect from DEMs at different scales. Both elevation and aspect at 90 rn-pixel size
DEMs showed the best correlation withinsitu measurements (Table 2.2) and were
used for the prediction map.
A regression analysis was done with the replacement variables. Results indicate
that the replacement variables are associated with SNC rating (p-value--O, F-
statistic=29.6, 6 and 155 degrees of freedom), and the fraction of total variance
explained by the replacement variables(r2= 0.53) was somewhat lower than with the
original variables(r2= 0.57).
The SNC prediction layer (Figure 2.6) shows a strong disease gradient
decreasing from the coast-inland, with some discrete areas of very high severity in
the Tillamook Bay area, the Nehalem Bay area (the bay just north of Tillamook in Fig.
2.1) and west of the city of Astoria. Transition zones between areas of contiguous
severity levels have a complex, finger-like trace which seems to be mostly determined
by topographic features.38
Figure 2.6. Swiss needle cast prediction map.
Map of SNC values as predicted by the multiple linear regression model in our area of
study. Higher predicted severity areas are depicted with darker tones. To the left, a
section of the Tillamook Bay area is displayed at higher resolution to show the typical
SNC prediction pattern.-4,.
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Discussion
The association between SNC disease severity and some environmental
variables was found to be strong enough (about 60 % of the total disease variability
observed) to uncover some ecological trends and to encourage future research in this
direction to better understand the epidemiology of SNC of Douglas-fir.
The relationship between predicted and observed values was consistent in the
regression models and their validations (Figs. 2.2 and 2.4). The unexplained model
variability takes mainly two forms: a) the prediction-observed line has a lower slope
than the ideal one-to-one line, producing an overestimate of stands with lower SNC
disease levels and an underestimate of the SNC rating of the stands with higher
disease, and b) a substantial prediction error at each disease level, as illustrated by
the vertical dispersion of points.
The discrete (non-continuous) nature of the predictions generated by the
regression tree model can be visualized in the horizontal alignment of plots in Fig.
2.4. The need to reduce the prediction categories (tree leaves) from 25 to 10 was
based in the avoidance of overfitting. Overfitting in RT occurs when the tree has too
many leaves, a statistical equivalent of using too many explanatory variables in linear
regression. Overfitting produces an excessively complex tree and unrealistically high
prediction that more likely reflects the structure of a particular dataset than a general
model.
To correctly interpret the geographic distribution of the disease prediction (Figure
2.6), it has to be remembered that the predictive model tends to overestimate disease
severity where disease is less severe and to underestimate disease severity where
disease is higher. However, beyond absolute disease severity values, the general
distributional pattern of the prediction matches the common understanding that41
disease tends to be more severe near the coast. This pattern resembles variables
selected as relevant by the linear regression model such as fog occurrence,
temperature and terrain elevation . All these variables have a marked west-east
gradient from the coast inland in lines roughly parallel to the coast line. Consistently,
fog occurrence, elevation and temperature were among the main variables the RT
model used to separate stand disease severity.
Multiple regression analysis is based on the search for a linear relationship
between the response variable and the explanatory variables, after accounting for the
effect of the other variables. The choice of, say, two explanatory variables, A and B,
over the rest is based on the degree of correlation that the observations (sampling
units) have with these variables A and B. Regression tree analysis is much less
influenced by the degree of correlation among the explanatory variables. The binary
partition upon which it is based may poorly reflect a continuous, linear relationship
between the response and the explanatory variables (Mageean and Bartlett 1999).
On the other hand, in complex situations such as the one in this study, non-linear
relationships can occur together with linear relationships.
For example, the RT model (Fig. 2.3 and Table 2.3) suggests that the disease is
higher towards the west, where fog occurrence is higher. In this area, the 4,570,000 Y
coordinate (south of Lincoln City, Figs. 2.1 and 2.6) separates a northern area with
slightly higher disease and a southern area with lower disease. It is not clear what "Y
coordinate" really means, but both temperature and precipitation show a conspicuous
north-south gradient, meaning that in general terms the Oregon coast is wetter and
cooler in the north. In the east, were fog is less prevalent, stand disease levels were
separated by elevation (Fig. 2.3), with plots with higher disease on the higher
elevations, where conditions are wetter and cooler. This sort of hierarchical
relationship is more easily unveiled with a RT analysis than with linear regression.42
Even though the Y and X coordinates do not have a direct meaning and their
influences are difficult to interpret biologically, their inclusion seemed justified
because they may inform on the influence of phenomena associated with latitude and
longitude. These phenomena can later be determined and further investigated if
needed.
The fact that not the same variables were chosen for all of the models built in this
study, reflects both the different principles in which RT and linear regression are
based, and the biological and ecological complexity of the problem. This should be
considered a warning against quickly embracing statistically-based models in
complex situations, before going through a careful validation and consideration of
possible alternatives.
What all the models seem to suggest is that moist (as determined by fog
occurrence, precipitation, vapor pressure deficit, altitude and aspect) and warm
(temperature in summer and/or winter, vapor pressure deficit, altitude and aspect)
conditions seem to correlate with higher SNC severity. The fact that July maximum
temperature tends to correspond to lower disease values is probably because high
temperatures in summer combined with low moisture may inhibit the development of
the fungus. In areas with higher fog prevalence (fog in the coast is very prevalent in
summer in the Pacific Northwest), the negative effect of high temperature and dryer
conditions on the fungus during the summer may be attenuated. In contrast, SE-W
slope aspects, which receive more solar energy all year around, seem to favor
disease development or expression. As Manter (2000) indicates, infection levels
alone do not fully explain differences in disease severity between north and south
facing slopes, suggesting that microclimate also has an impact on the physiology of
the infected host itself.43
The fact that summer conditions seem very important when modeling SNC is not
surprising, given that a) critical development stages of the pathogen, such as
germination, occur in late spring-summer (Hood 1997, Capitano 1999), and b) the
Pacific Northwest has a strong seasonality, especially in precipitation, which
influences the functioning and development of both pathogen and host.
The use of symptoms as a descriptor of disease severity has the limitation of not
being able to separate the effect of the environment on the pathogen from its effect
on the host itself. For example, it has been noted by Hansen et al. (2000), that dry,
hot weather in summer could increase needle loss and other symptoms in severely
infected trees.
Is it possible to develop a model to more accurately predict disease occurrence?
To answer this question it is necessary to consider possible sources of disease
variability other than soil, climate and topography. Some potential sources of disease
variability, such as host and/or pathogen genetic variations, and inoculum load, have
not been fully considered in this study due to lack of adequate information.
Another important source of variability can be attributed to the way the SNC rating
is assigned to stands during the ground survey. The SNC rating system was
designed to integrate different disease manifestations, mainly discoloration, early
defoliation and growth reduction. Different values of these three attributes have to be
combined to produce a rating scale with few values or categories (1 to 6). This is a
difficult task because the combination of the three attributes has to produce a
detectable and meaningful categorization. In an effort to make the categorization
meaningful, the present SNC rating system is based on some combinations of
attribute values, but not on all possible ones. For example, SNC rate 2 is: foliage
color lighter than the normal dark green, 4 or more years of needle retention in most
trees and no reduction in height growth increment. Rate 3 is: obvious foliage44
yellowing, most trees retaining 3 years of needles, and no reduction in height growth
increment. But what happens when the color is light green as in 2 but the retention is
less than 4 years as in number 3? In practice the surveyor has to make arbitrary
decisions, which are usually based on previous knowledge and hence highly
influenced by the context, that is, immediate past experience, general disease level of
the surroundings, etc. At this point there is enough accumulated experience to devise
a rating system that incorporates all the possible combinations of symptoms, which at
the same time could be equivalent to the present rating to ensure consistency and
continuity.
Our analyses and final model point at the influence of variables consistent with
forest manager's experience and scientific findings about SNC distributional patterns.
However, our study indicates a more complex scenario than simply the effect of one
or two variables. Our observations about possible influences of climate on the
disease are consistent with Hansen et al.'s (2000) suggestions that climate could
have played a role in the increase of SNC symptoms. Hypotheses supporting the idea
that SNC is more severe in places where Douglas-fir plantations were established in
replacement of other species, was not highly supported by our results because none
of the 1936 vegetation variables consistently came out as main factors in explaining
disease distribution. However, it is important to note that using the vegetation
distribution at only one point in time may not be enough to understand the complexity
of the process of stand replacement. None of the soil variables came up as
important, which would have shown some consistency with the soil nutrient imbalance
hypotheses (Waring et al. 2000). However, it is not clear whether or not any of the soil
variables used in this study has any direct relationship with soil nitrogen or any other
nutrient abundance.45
The results of the model can be used as a hazard prediction to orient integrated
forest management. The model is also useful in generating hypotheses and
emphasizing the need for information and understanding. Future research should
focus on better understanding processes at finer spatial and temporal scales of
resolution, such as weather and canopy hydrology, guided by the main findings of this
study at the regional level. For example, it seems reasonable to suspect that fog and
ambient temperature, both found to be important variables in this study, must have a
strong effect on air moisture and leaf wetness, which in turn might be closely related
to fungal spore germination and hyphal development (Huber and Gillespie 1992). In
other words, findings at the scale of the present study need to be corroborated and
integrated with studies at lower scales. This includes scales at which the pathogen
interacts with the host, mainly histologically, physiologically and genetically. In this
way, relationships and patterns can be integrated with plausible mechanisms.
Conclusions
- Our approach and model produces a testable SNC distribution prediction that can
be used to guide forest management plans and future research.
SNC disease severity in the Oregon coast region is associated with a discrete,
manageable number of climate and topographic variables, mainly fog occurrence,
precipitation, temperature, elevation and slope aspect, which seem to explain an
important portion of the variation in disease severity.
- As revealed by the regression tree analysis, there is a shift in the relative importance
of certain variables on disease development as stands move inland. For example,
topography seems to be more influential inland where fog is less prevalent.46
- These conditions suggest a combined effect of phenomena related to the ocean
coast climate and topography, which seems to warn against attempts to relate the
cause and the distribution of the disease to a single factor.
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Swiss Needle Cast Disease Distribution in Coastal Oregon: Testing and
Application of Prediction Models
Pablo H. Rosso and Everett M. Hansen
Introduction
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Swiss needle cast (SNC), a foliar disease of Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Mirb.) Franco] has raised great concern in the Pacific Northwest in the last decade.
Not considered a major problem in forests and plantations until the 1980's when SNC
symptoms started to be evident in many young, previously vigorous forest plantations
on the north Oregon coast, now it represents one of the most important diseases in
Oregon and Washington.
SNC's causal agent, the fungus Phaeociyptopus gaeumannhi (Rhode) Petrak,
colonizes the needle and occludes the stomata affecting the normal functioning of the
needle (Manter 2000, Manter et al. 2000), which eventually leads to needle shed.
This process produces the typical SNC symptoms: crown chlorosis, premature needle
senescence and defoliation, which in the long run reduces tree height growth
(Maguire et al. 2001).
Since the pathogen is considered native to this area, it is difficult to understand
the causes of this relatively recent, widespread outbreak. Attempts to explain this
phenomenon have considered: an increase in Douglas-fir abundance in the coastal
area due to the planting of pure stands in the last decades (Hansen et al. 2000),
aggravated in some cases by the use of non-local, more susceptible seed sources; a
soil nutrient imbalance due to the replacement of deciduous vegetation by conifer
forests (Waring et al. 2000); climate change (Hansen et al. 2000); and the emergence50
of a more virulent fungal genotype either by local mutation or by introduction (Winton
2001).
A multiple regression-based disease prediction model was presented in Chapter 2
to inquire into the possible causes of the SNC outbreak by understanding the
conditions under which the disease occurs and to predict its distribution in the coastal
area of Oregon. Climate represented by mean maximum temperature, mean
precipitation and fog occurrence in July, and topography represented by slope aspect
and elevation were found to explain about 60% of the disease variability.
The study area of Chapter 2 (Figure 2.1) has a greater north-south extent
compared to its east-west expansion. Not surprisingly, the study in Chapter 2 showed
the north-south coordinate (Y axis) to be a significant variable in one of the analyses,
the regression tree, indicating a change in disease conditions as latitude changes. In
the present study we took the modeling approach described in Chapter 2 and tried to
find prediction models for smaller areas along the Oregon coast to see if: a) disease
prediction accuracy would increase by accounting for the north-south variability, and
b) different areas would have different disease-variable associations according to
their specific geographic characteristics. Testing of the resulting models and of the
general model presented in the previous chapter was carried out using ground
surveys not previously used in the model building.
If the disease occurrence and severity can be related to certain climatic variables,
then it is possible that the recent general increase in disease severity in Oregon and
Washington could be associated with a concomitant change in those climatic
variables. One of the objectives of the present study was to run the disease prediction
model under past climatic conditions in order to investigate the effect of these
conditions on disease severity.51
An aerial disease survey (Hansen et al. 2000) is carried out every year in the
Oregon coastal area to map the extent and severity of SNC. This survey represents,
to this date, the only source of information about the distribution of SNC at the
regional scale. To further investigate the applicability and possible limitations of the
disease distribution modeling approach, a comparison was done between the model's
predictions, the SNC aerial survey reported in Hansen et al. (2000), and the ground-
based disease surveys.
The goal of the present study was to expand our understanding of the potential of
the modeling approach presented in Chapter 2. This comprises 3 specific objectives:
1) try to improve the prediction accuracy by restricting the spatial extent of the study
area, 2) evaluate the model's spatial prediction accuracy by comparing it with other
disease mapping methods, and 3) apply the model to past climate conditions to see
how the predictions of the disease in the past would compare with the model
predictions in the present.
Methods
Models by zones
In Chapter 2 disease information from an area covering most of the Oregon Coast
Range was used to build a general SNC prediction model. Since that area of study
has a long north-south geographical extent (Fig. 3.1) it was of particular interest to
investigate whether or not different zones within that range would show different
relationships between the environment and SNC disease expression. Additionally, we
wanted to know if more geographically restricted models would improve the prediction
capabilities over the general model. To address these questions, 5 zones were
delimited by finding geographical discontinuities in the 200 SNC survey plots52
Figure 3.1. Swiss needle cast disease ground surveys.
The SNC ground survey plots were used to build the prediction models by zones (the
detailed methodology is presented in Chapter 2). The Hebo survey and the 9
permanent plots were used to test the models.' 5Washington
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presented in Chapter 2 (Figure 3.1). At the same time, some care was taken in
making zones as comparable in area as possible. Zones were named from North to
South: I (Astoria), 2a (Tillamook), 2b (Nestucca), 3 (Yaquina) and 4 (Elliot) (Figure
3.1). Linear regression analyses were carried out following the procedure described
in Rosso and Hansen (Chapter 2), using both SNC rating and upper crown needle
retention as response variables. Needle retention had to be logarithm-transformed to
fulfill regression assumptions of normality. A total of 27 independent variables (Table
3.1) chosen following the criteria described in Chapter 2, were considered to build the
regression models.
Model testing
Two independent sets of ground-based disease survey plots were used to test the
general model and the models by zones: a group of 9 permanent plots in young
plantations (reported in Hansen et al. 2000), and a group of 30 plots from a SNC
disease survey in stands older than 80 years, called the Hebo survey (Figure 3.1).
Disease survey on the 9 permanent plots included an assignment of SNC rating value
(ranging from 1 to 6), and a needle retention score (from 0 to 9) as described in
Chapter 2. Since tree height growth was not measured in the Hebo survey, a SNC
rating could not be assigned. In this survey, only needle retention was measured.
Location accuracy of the test plots was checked using Landsat TM imagery and
Digital Orthophoto Quadrats. Values of the explanatory (independent) variables to be
used to test the predictive accuracy of the models were obtained by one of three
methods: 1) direct measurement of survey plot characteristics (terrain slope and
aspect, etc), 2) overlay of digital disease survey plot maps on digital environmental55
Table 3.1. Variables considered in the analysis to build the SNC prediction models.
In gray background are the variables selected for the regression analyses.
Variables Layer type/Resolution
Response:
Stand SNC severity rating (5 categories, 1=low - 5=high severity) Point coverage
Upper 1/3 crown needle retention (continuous, 0.8-3.5) Point coverage
Independent:
Universal Transverse Mercator X and Y coordinates
Climate directly fromPRISMmodel
Mean monthly maximum temperature (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (°C)2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
Mean monthly minimum temperature (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (°C)2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
Mean monthly precipitation (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (mm) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
Climate derived fromPRISMoutputs
Mean vapor pressure deficit (VPD)(months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (Pa) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 km) raster
Degree days, base 0°C (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (°C) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
Total radiation (months: J,A,M,J,J&N) (Solarlmg model) 2.5 arc-minute(4x4 krn) raster
July fog occurrence (Fog model) lxi km raster
Climate from GOES satellite
1999 spring-summer fog/low cloud occurrence 8x8 km raster
1999 fall-winter fog/low cloud occurrence 8x8 km raster
Topography fromD.E.M.s
Elevation (m)(3 different resolutions) 60, 9Q&140 rn-pixel size raster
Slope inclination (%) (3 different resolutions) 60, 90&140 rn-pixel size raster
Slope aspect (SE-W vs. NW-E) (3 different resolutions) 60, 90&140 rn-pixel size raster
Heat load index (0-1)(2 different resolutions) 60&140 rn-pixel size raster
-Topography measured "in situ"
Elevation (rn)
Slope inclination (%)
Slope aspect (binary: SE-W vs. NW-E)
Slope position (binary: Low-Mid vs. High-Ridge/Top)
- Standcharacteristics
Age (yrs)
Site index
Stem density (trees per hectare)
Seed source (binary: Local vs. Non-local)
Distance to the coast (mi)
Historical vegetation
Areas dominated by Douglas-fir in 1936 (binary: Y / N) Polygon coverage
Areas dominated by Spruce-Hemlock in 1936 (binary: Y / N) Polygon coverage
Soil characteristics from STATSGOdatabase
Organic matter (% weight) Polygon coverage
Upper layer depth (cm) Polygon coverage
Soil order (4 categories) Polygon coverage
Particle size (6 categories) Polygon coverage
Geology/Lithology (15 categories) Polygon coverage56
information (temperature, precipitation, elevation, etc.), through the use of geographic
information systems (GIS); and 3) documented information (plantation seed source,
stand site index, etc.).
In summary, 9 permanent plots were used to test the SNC rating predictions from
the general regression model presented in the previous chapter. Additionally, three of
the 9 permanent plots were used to test the Zone I model, three to test the Zone 2a
model, and three to test the Zone 2b model. Most of these plots were tested for both
rating and needle retention predictions. The 30 Hebo plots, for which there was only
needle retention information available, were used to test the Zone 2b model (Fig.
3.1).
Disease prediction and surveys
Maps of the SNC rating predictions, the ground survey and aerial survey (Hansen
et al. 2000) were combined to analyze their similarities and differences. A total of 259
plots (220 plots from the SNC ground survey in Chapter 2 + 30 Hebo plots + 9
permanent plots) were overlaid on the 1998 SNC aerial survey maps to extract their
values of symptom severity (either "heavy" or "light" discoloration) as classified in the
aerial survey. The same ground survey plots were overlaid on the SNC rating
prediction grid to extract their corresponding values of predicted disease severity.
Results were tabulated for analysis.
Disease in time
Since the disease distribution seems to strongly depend on climate we wanted to
explore to what extent past climate would have affected the disease predictions. To
answer this question, the general regression model was applied retrospectively. Two57
past periods, 1969-1973 and 1979-1983, were chosen to calculate these predictions
using the same criteria as the 1989-1993 period used to obtain the regression model.
July maximum temperature and mean precipitation were averaged at each of the 5-yr
periods and across the 220 survey plots. Then the regression model was applied at
each period with an average of fog, elevation and aspect from the 220 plots.
Results
Models by zones
Most models show a fit comparable to the general regression model, although
different sets of variables were selected in each zone (Table 3.2 and Appendix).
Number of plots used in building the models ranged from 28 to 70 (Table 3.2). Among
all the climate variables chosen, fog appeared in most of the models, degree-days
followed in importance, and November temperature came after. Elevation and aspect
were the most frequently selected topographic variables. In contrastto the general
model, precipitation was seldom significant in the models by zones. The presence of
the coordinates X and Y might indicate some effect of the geographical location on
disease severity. The regression model with needle retention as response variable in
Zone 1 is not presented due to its low resulting r2. The regression analysis for SNC
rating in Zone 4 was not carried out because this zone had very low disease rating
variability (stand ratings ranged only from 2 to 3).
Model testing
SNC rating predictions from both the general and the zonal models (Figs. 3.2A
and 3.2B) show a linear relationship with the observed values. A bias towards the58
Table 3.2. Regression analyses by geographical zones in the Oregon coast area.
Zones are shown in Fig. 3.1. A description of the variables can be found in Chapter 2.
Complete regression equations are shown in the Appendix. Jul= July, Max=
maximum, Temp= mean temperature, Precip= mean precipitation, JulyFog= July fog
distribution from a model, Aspect60, 90, or 140=binary slope aspect from a 60, 90 or
140 m-resolution topographic grid (digital elevation model), AspectlnSitu= binary
slope aspect as measured on the ground, ElevinSituelevation as measured on the
ground, Nov= November, SpringSummFog= growing season fog distribution from
satellite, Elev6O= elevation from a 60 m- digital elevation model, Omatter= soil
organic matter content, Spruce-Hemlock presence/absence of Spruce or Hemlock
in 1936, X in latitude coordinate of plot location, JuIVPD July vapor pressure deficit
calculated from temperature, Jun or AprDdays= degree days base 0 in April or June,
D-Fir= presence/absence of Douglas-fir in 1936, Slopelnclinl4O= slope inclination
from a 140 m- digital elevation model.
Zone Response Independent variables in model
Variable
Whole -SNC Rating JulMaxTemp, JuiPrecip, JulyFog, 0.57
study<- Aspect6O, AspectlnSitu, ElevinSitu
area
(Rosso
&Hansen -Log Upper 1/3
Ch. 2) Retention
N=200
Zone 1. -SNC Rating NovMaxTemp, SpringSummFog, EIev6O,0.70
Astoria Aspect6o, OMatter
-Log Upper 1/3 0.33
N=70 Retention
Zone 2a. -SNC Rating JulyFog, Spruce-Hemlock 0.60
Tillamook
-Log Upper 1/3X, JuIVPD, JunDdays, JulyFog, Aspect9o,0.67
N=46 Retention Aspect6o
Zone 2b. -SNC Rating NovMinTemp, JuiPrecip, JunDdays 0.59
Nestucca
-Log Upper 1/3JuiPrecip, JulyFog, Aspect9o, D-Fir. 0.58
N=40 Retention
Zone 3. -SNC Rating X, JunDdays, AspectlnSitu, OMatter 0.71
Yaquina
-Log Upper 1/3AprDdays, JulyFog, SpringSummFog, 0.68
N=36 Retention ElevinSitu. SlopelncIinl4O, Aspectl4o,
AspectlnSitu
Zone 4. -SNC Rating
Elliot
-Log Upper 1/3Y, NovMaxTemp, Elev6O, ElevinSitu 0.62
N=28 Retention59
Table 3.3. Predicted and observed SNC rating and needle retention from the 9
permanent plots using the general model and the models by zone.
Plot name Swiss Needle Cast Rating Needle retention (logarithm)
Observed Predicted ObservedPredicted
GeneralZone I Zone I
North plots model model model
North Fork 5 3.81 3.52 0.98 -
Acey Cr. 2 3.34 3.38 1.15 -
Coal Cr. 3 3.87 3.87 0.98 -
GeneralZone 2a Zone 2a
Central plots model model model
Juno 6 3.77 4.06 0.84 0.63
Stone Upper 3 2.42 2.93 1.29 1.03
Stone Lower 3 2.74 2.99 1.14 1.08
GeneralZone 2b Zone 2b
South plots model model model
Limestone 2 2.47 2.82 1.24 1.25
Cedar Cr. 3 2.87 3.03 1.20 0.92
Salal 4 3.31 3.26 1.01 1.01
extreme values of SNC ratings can be observed, which is similar to the bias of
predictions presented in Chapter 2 (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3), in which higher values tend to
be underpredicted and lower values, overpredicted. The predicted-observed
relationship in the needle retention model resulted closer to a one-to-one relationship
(Fig. 3.2C).
The North stand plots (triangles), are not included due to the lack of a predictive
model for needle retention in that zone (Zone 1, Tables 3.2 and 3.3). To further
investigate the behavior of the model, predicted retention of the Hebo survey plots
was calculated with the Zone 2b model (Table 3.2) and compared to the observed
retention values (Figure 3.3). Since the model was built using, and to be applied to,
the SNC survey plots (30 years old or less) these plots were included in Fig. 3.3Figure 3.2. Disease predictions from all models on the 9 permanent plots.
Plots are grouped by geographical location into 3 series, North (triangles), Center
(circles) and South (squares). In the linear regression models by zones (figs. B and
C), regression models from Zones 1, 2a and 2b (Table 3.2) were used to predict
disease severity on the North, Center and South plot series, respectively. Since the
Zone I needle retention model was considered unsatisfactory, no predictions for the
North series were made (Fig. 3.2C and Table 3.2). SE.: standard errors.61
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Figure 3.3. Disease prediction of the Hebo survey plots using the regression model
from Zone 2b. Full circles represent the relationship between predicted and observed
needle retention of the Hebo survey. Open circles correspond to the SNC survey
plots presented in Chapter 2. These plots were included in the graph to allow the
comparison of predictions between young plantations (SNC survey) and older stands
(Hebo survey). The diagonal line represents the one-to-one line. S.E.: standard
errors.
to provide some reference. SNC plots in Figure 3.3 tend to occur around the one-to-
one observed-predicted line. About half of the Hebo plots show the same behavior,
and the rest tend to occur below the one-to-one line, meaning that in these cases, the
actual needle retention is higher (denser crowns) than predicted.
Disease prediction and surveys
In order to compare the predictive model with the surveys, the SNC rating
predictions were done using the general model (Table 3.2 and Chapter 2). Most of
the areas classified as having high symptom severity in the aerial survey coincide63
Table 3.4. Comparison of SNC rating between the SNC aerial and ground surveys.
Cells in the table show the frequency of occurrence of the SNC rating and the aerial
survey categories (as described in Hansen et al. 2000). The frequency totals equal
23. The total of points used in the comparison was 252 points. The majority of the
remaining 229 points did not spatially match any aerial mapped unit.
1998 Ground survey: SNC rating categories
Aerial
survey 1 2 3 4 5 6
High 0 1 3 5 0 0
Low 0 4 9 1 0 0
Table 3.5. Comparison of needle retention between the SNC aerial and ground
surveys.
Cells in the table show the frequency of occurrence of the SNC needle retention and
the aerial survey categories (as described in Hansen et al. 2000). The frequency
totals equal 29. The total of points used in the comparison was 252 points. The
majority of the remaining 223 points did not spatially match any aerial mapped unit.
Ground survey: Needle retention (logarithm)
1998
Aerial 0.70-080- 0.90- 1.00- 1.10- 1.20-
survey0.79 0.89 0.99 1.09 1.19 1.29
High 2 3 2 3 1 1
Low 0 2 4 5 3 2
1.30-1.40-
1.391.49
0 0
0 1
with a SNC rating of 4 (Table 3.4), and most of the low severity areas had ground
plots with rating 3.
In terms of needle retention, though, there is no evident correlation between
ground survey and the aerial survey categories (Table 3.5). This may be due to the
fact that 223 ground plots out of a total of 252 do not fall within any aerial survey64
mapped unit. Plots falling outside either "high" or "low" categories could be also
interpreted to correspond to areas with no symptoms, that is, healthy canopies. This
interpretation, however would lead to the wrong conclusion that the vast majority of
the plots do not show any symptom.
When comparing the disease predictions with the ground survey (Tables3.6and
3.7)it can be seen that predicted values tend to be higher than observed at low
disease severity and lower at high disease severity. This trend may also be seen in
Figures3.2Aand B (also in Chapter2).In relative terms, however, Table3.6shows
that higher frequencies are diagonally distributed, indicating a certain degree of
positive correlation between observed and predicted values. Needle retention has a
similar relationship between observed and predicted (Table3.7),since higher values
tend to occur along the main diagonal of the table. The tabular format was chosen to
allow for comparison between aerial survey and model predictions in their ability to
reflect the disease information obtained from the ground.
Avisual inspection of the1998aerial survey overlaid on the SNC prediction map
(Figure3.4)reveals some agreements between them, despite obvious differences
due to the intrinsic nature of both mapping methods.Asan example, Figure3.4A
shows that where the lighter gray areas occur (predicted =2-2.9)the lighter aerial
survey polygons (=Low discoloration) tend to predominate. Towards the west where
predicted lighter and darker gray areas co-exist the Low and High discoloration
polygons also occur together. By the coast, where the predicted3-3.9areas
predominate, the High polygons also predominate and tend to be larger. There are
some areas such as the circular area surrounded by dashed-line in Fig.3.4A,which
show a substantial disagreement between predictions and aerial survey.65
Table 3.6. Comparison of SNC rating between the SNC ground survey and model
predictions.
Cells in the table show the frequency of occurrence of each SNC rating category. The
frequency totals equal 224, which corresponds to the total of points used in the
comparison.
Predicted Ground survey: Observed SNC rating categories
SNC
rating 1 2 3 4 5 6
0.50-1.49 9 6 0 0 0 0
1.50-2.49 14 44 19 1 0 0
2.50-3.49 0 21 73 18 1 0
3.50-4.49 0 1 5 8 3 1
4.50-5.49 0 0 0 0 0 0
=>5.50 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.7. Comparison of needle retention between the SNC ground survey and
model predictions.
Cells in the table show the frequency of occurrence of needle retention categories.
The frequency totals equal 81, which corresponds to the total of points used in the
comparison.
Predicted Ground survey: Observed SNC needle retention (log)
SNC
needle 0.6-0.790.8-0.991.0-1.191.2-1.39 >1.4
retention
0.6-0.79 0 1 0 0 0
0.8-0.99 1 9 11 2 1
1.0-1.19 0 7 26 9 1
1.2-1.39 0 0 2 10 1
>1.4 0 0 0 0 0Figure 3.4. (Next two pages) Comparison between disease surveys and SNC
prediction maps.
Three areas were chosen to show in detail. Predicted SNC ratings are represented as
a black-and-white background grid. Areas with discolored crowns as seen in the
aerial survey are represented with diagonal lines. The SNC ground survey has
different markers according to their SNC rating. The dashed outline circle indicates an
area with high discrepancies between aerial survey and disease prediction (see text
for discussion).SNC rating, ground survey
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KilometersThe extreme west of Figure 3.4B shows a pattern of agreement between the aerial
survey and predictions similar to Figure 3.4A: larger High discoloration areas tend to
coincide with darker gray prediction areas. To the east of Figure 3.4B and 3.4C, there
are no aerial survey polygons to compare with other surveys and predictions. There,
the SNC prediction map shows some general agreements with the ground survey. In
Fig. 3.4C plots rated as 2 (diamonds) appear just in the transition zone between 2.0-
2.9 and 1.0-1.9 predicted rating areas. In Fig. 3.4B plots rated as I (triangles) appear
in the transition zone between 1.0-1.9 and 0.0-0.9 predicted rating areas.
Disease in time
The retrospective SNC rating prediction (Figure 3.5) indicates that temperature
and precipitation changes since the early 1980s would not have caused perse
substantial changes in average disease rating with respect to the 1990s. In contrast,
the magnitude of predicted SNC rating increase between the early 1970s and 1980s
is almost significant considering the standard error of the prediction.
Discussion
Models by zones
Linear regression models by zone in most cases achieved better fit (r2s ranging
from 0.33 to 0.71) than the general model, although in general, especially when
tested with the 9 independent plots, prediction accuracy was comparable to the
general linear regression model (Fig. 3.2). Temperature, or its close relative degree-
days, in any of their forms were selected in 6 out of 8 models. Fog was selected in all70
2.5
1969-73 1979-83 1989-93
Figure 3.5. Swiss needle cast rating retrospective prediction using the linear
regression model. July mean maximum temperature and mean precipitation were
averaged by 5-yr. interval around the beginnings of past decades, and averaging all
the 220 survey plots. Values of the other regression variables, fog, elevation and
aspect were also obtained by averaging the 220 survey plots but used as fixed values
in all three time periods. Compare average predicted SNC rating of 1989-'93 with
average observed rating in Chapter 2. S.E.: standard error.
but 3. Topography, mostly represented by slope aspect, appeared in all but 2. This
seems to underline the importance of temperature and moisture in disease
development. Fog is an important source of moisture in the coastal areas of the
Pacific Northwest, especially during the summer when precipitation is scarce
(Franklin and Dyrness 1988). Fog has also been proposed as an important factor in
SNC disease development (Hansen et al. 2000). Slope aspects, especially when
comparing north vs. south exposures in high latitudes, substantially differ in the
amount of solar radiation they receive (Jones 1992). This translates into differences
in the amount of heat and moisture between opposite slopes, which in turn would
have an effect on disease development and expression. The virtual absence of71
precipitation in the regression models by zones may be due to its relatively low
variability within the somewhat restricted areas of the zones.
Despite the general coincidences, models by zones showed high diversity. This
could have been due to the intrinsic properties of each zone, or due to the nature of
the regression analysis itself. Multiple regression analysis is based on the search for
a linear relationship between the response variable and the explanatory variables,
after accounting for the effect of the other variables. The choice of, say, two
explanatory variables, A and B, over the rest is based on the close relationship of the
values that the observations (sampling units) have on these variables A and B.If
some observations are removed from the analysis, it may happen that then variable C
shows a slightly better correlation with the response variable and that variable D
compensates better than any other variable for the variability that C cannot quite
account for. This would result in a totally different model based on C and D instead of
A and B, even when the overall fit (r2) could be the same. This limitation of linear
regression can be more important when many explanatory variables are used, when
the variables have some degree of correlation among them (even if multicollinearity is
not present), and none of them show a high degree of correlation with the response,
which is the case of this study.
An important contribution of the regression models by zones was the generation of
needle retention prediction models. Needle retention is an interesting disease
diagnostic trait since it directly reflects a symptom instead of an integration of
symptoms; it is also easy to measure and, in contrast to the rating system, it is less
subject to the surveyor's interpretation (Chapter 2). Needle loss may also have a
significant impact on canopy light reflective properties, and therefore it can be
detected with remote sensing technologies (see next chapter).72
Model testing
Points that show high departures from the 1:1 observed vs. predicted line, such as
the two plots of the North area permanent plots (triangles in Fig. 3.2A and B), may
correspond to extreme cases within the range of the model predictive capabilities.
This situation indicates that the model SNC rating predictions should be more
appropriately considered in terms of trends over the entire area of study, rather than
focusing on individual disease predictions.
General trends in predictions of needle retention in the Hebo survey plots suggest
that our modeling approach might also be effective for older stands. This implies that
the mature forest and the young plantations have the same basic principles of
disease development. Figure 3.3 also shows that when Hebo plots depart from the
one-to-one predicted/observed relationship they tend to have lower predicted values
(less needle retention) than observed. It is possible that predictions based on criteria
derived from young plantations tend to overestimate disease severity; which means
that older stands express lower disease severity than young stands when conditions
are similar. This is consistent with observations in the field, in which older or mature
stands frequently show less symptom severity than neighboring young stands.
Among other possible explanations, some characteristics of the mature canopy
structure might make the microenvironment less prone to fungal development,
resulting in reduced disease expression at similar environmental conditions. For
example, differences in canopy roughness, due to stand density and crown structure,
affect the canopy boundary layer conductance and hence, the canopy transpiration
and evaporation (Teklehaimanot et al. 1991, Woodruff 2000). Canopy structure and
size may also modify the fungal inoculum-susceptible tissue relationship, reducing the
amount of infection per unit of leaf area in the older stands.73
Susceptibility of Douglas-fir to P. gaeumanll is known to vary among host
provenances (Hood 1997, Pederick and Marks 1995, Nelson et al. 1989). Moreover,
since McDermott and Robinson (1989) observed a correlation between resistance
and rainfall of the provenance location, there is no reason to rule out the possibility of
differences in susceptibility among host populations within the same seed zone.
Regeneration of the mature stands in the Hebo area occurred by both planting and
natural regeneration. Planting was done using seed sources of unknown origin, many
of them likely from distant sources and probably highly susceptible to P. gaeumanhi.
Finally, it is also possible that host susceptibility changes with age.
In general, the accuracy of the predictions did not dramatically improve with the
models by zones with respect to the general model. Except when dealing with
specific cases or restricted areas, a single model is easier to apply and to work with.
And unless a detailed analysis of the models by zone is done, the general model is
more easily interpreted in ecological terms.
Disease prediction and surveys
Meaningful tabular comparisons between aerial and ground surveys were very
difficult to make because only about 10% of the ground survey plots had any
positional correspondence with symptomatic areas or "polygons" in the aerial survey
map (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). In other words, the aerial survey-based map consists of a
series of "patchy" polygons with a lot of empty spaces in which most of the ground
survey plots are located (Fig. 3.4). This may be due to inaccuracy in the placement of
the aerial survey disease polygons and/or difficulties in detecting some symptomatic
areas from the air.74
Comparisons between model predictions and the ground survey confirmed
previous findings. Predicted SNC rating and needle retention show similar trends to
the ground surveys in disease distribution (Tables 3.6 and 3.7). For SNC rating this is
true only in relative, not in absolute values, due to the tendency of the model to
underpredict high disease values and overpredict low disease values (Chapter 2).
In comparing the model predictions with the aerial survey, there were general
agreements, but also areas of disagreement (circle in Fig. 3.4A). The SNC ground
survey is the most appropriate source of information to resolve many of these
discrepancies, but unfortunately, it is not intense enough to have plots located in most
of the areas where those discrepancies occur. Assuming that areas like the one in
Fig. 3.4A do correspond with stands with high SNC severity (in which case the aerial
survey would be more accurate), then the failure to predict such areas with the model
might be related to thresholds in disease prediction resolution, which is a function of
the resolution of the input variables used to build the model.
On the other hand, it also has to be remembered that the aerial survey does not
detect or assign SNC rating but only stand discoloration. In specific cases, stand
discoloration might originate from phenomena different than exclusively SNC.
Additionally, although aerial survey polygon location accuracy has not been explicitly
addressed, by examining successive aerial survey map years (data not shown) it can
be seen that there is not a complete match between polygons of different dates. A
given area showing a discoloration polygon in one year may not show any
discoloration the next year, or the shape and size of the polygon may be totally
different from the previous year.
These discrepancies between years are most likely due to differences in the
conditions at which the surveyor's eyes perceive the symptoms from the air. Time of
the year and previous weather conditions may modify the symptom expression from75
one year to the next, even if the disease severity has not changed. Atmospheric
conditions may modify the appearance of the canopy even if symptoms remain
unchanged. Another source of error is the inaccuracy of the sketch-mapping
procedure during the flight. Although the aerial survey mapping may seem a very
direct, and therefore accurate way of mapping the disease, the information it provides
needs to be taken carefully because it strongly depends on remote visual perception
and is drastically affected by appearance.
As noted before, there are some areas such as the ones to the east of Figure 3.4B
and 3.4C, in which there are no aerial survey polygons to compare with other surveys
and predictions. While it is possible that Douglas-fir stands in this area did not present
enough symptom severity to be detected by the aerial survey, it is evident from the
ground survey that some areas have at least an intermediate disease severity, and
would need to be mapped as such. In contrast, the SNC prediction model is able to
provide a continuous estimate of severity throughout the area of study.
The prediction model presented in this study appears to resemble the distribution
of disease as detected by the aerial survey (the only existing mapping method) at the
local scale. The advantage of the prediction approach is that it is capable of
generating a continuous coverage of the entire area of study, allowing for better
testing and interpretation of the output information.
Prediction accuracy at the local scale could be improved by combining different
sources of disease distribution information. A spatially explicit component could be
added to the predictions by modeling the local spatial variability of the disease.
Incorporating the aerial survey, or any other source of information, such as satellite
imagery (see Chapter 4) or extensive ground surveys to the prediction model could
potentially serve to this purpose.76
Disease in time
The predicted temporal changes in disease rating (Fig. 3.5) seem to correspond
with the climatic trends in the last decades (Figure 3.6) as the records from some
weather stations in the Oregon coast region show (data from Oregon Climate Service,
http://www.ocs.orst.edu/l). The relatively higher precipitation in the early 1980s
correlates with the high SNC severity prediction. If climate played a major role in
disease development, then a turning point must have happened sometime between
the early 1970s and early 1980s.
This analysis should be taken carefully for the following reasons: First, due to lack
of information, fog occurrence had to be assumed constant. Second, other factors,
such as silvicultural practices, could have also changed in the last decades. Third,
there could be climate thresholds, which could affect the disease development in a
non-linear fashion. Finally, it has to be remembered that the prediction model was
based on a 1998 disease survey but using 1989-1 993 climate information.
Our observations about the disease in time support the consideration of the effect
of climate as a working hypothesis for the extraordinary SNC development of the last
decades in the coastal Pacific Northwest. It also suggests that climate changes do
not need to be drastic; simply a combination of relatively moderate modifications in
some crucial variables could be enough to produce substantial changes in the host-
pathogen relationship.
Our approach also can potentially incorporate new variables, or produce models at
different scales as information becomes available and better understanding of
disease processes is achieved.0
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Figure 3.6. Historical temperature and precipitation.
Mean daily maximum temperature in July for two localities (Tillamook and Newport) of
the Oregon coast (A); and mean daily precipitation for one locality (Tillamook) and for
the whole Oregon coast (B). 5-yr. average lines were produced by averaging a 5-year
window centered at each year point, in order to eliminate fluctuations and better
visualize the trends.78
Conclusions
-The SNC prediction model analyzed in this study seems to agree in general terms
with other available sources of disease distribution information, which makes it
appropriate to be used as a disease management tool and a guide for future
research.
-Testing of all the models considered in this study indicates that not much
accuracy is gained by using the zonal models. Except for specific cases or
restricted areas it is preferable to use the general model because one output is
simpler to apply, test and interpret.
-Our modeling approach has the potential to build models to predict disease traits
other than SNC rating, such as needle retention.
-The predictive model and the aerial survey showed a general agreement at the
regional scale. The model, however, is able to provide a spatially continuous
information surface, which makes it easier to test and compare with other sources
of information.
-When the model was applied to past conditions, predictions suggest that past
climate can be at least partially associated with a regional increase in disease
severity.
-The aerial survey, satellite imagery or any other disease distribution information
could be combined with the predictive model to improve its accuracy at the local
scale.
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Detecting Swiss needle cast symptoms using Landsat TM information
Pablo H. Rosso and Everett M. Hansen
Introduction
81
Swiss needle cast (SNC), a foliar disease of Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii
(Mirb.) Franco] caused by the fungus Phaeocryptopus gaeumannhi (Rhode) Petrak,
has raised deep concern due to its intensification and spread in the coastal Pacific
Northwest in the last decade (Maguire et al 2001, Hansen et al. 2000). This concern
has translated into considerable research to understand its biology, its distribution
and impact. Although ground and aerial surveys are being periodically carried out, a
reliable, comprehensive and efficient way of mapping the distribution of severity of
SNC still needs to be found.
SNC symptoms consist of needle chlorosis, premature defoliation, and growth
reduction (Maguire et al 2001) across large areas, frequently affecting whole stands.
The problem seems to be more critical in young plantations because symptoms are
usually more evident than in mature forests, and because growth losses in young
plantations affect the forest industry more dramatically. Consequently, more attention
has been paid to young plantations and substantially less information has been
gathered on disease distribution and severity in mature forests. To understand the
exact extent, severity and impact of SNC in the coastal Pacific Northwest
ecosystems, a more comprehensive assessment of disease distribution is needed.
Satellite imagery provided by Landsat Thematic Mapper seems an appropriate
tool to identify and map stands affected by SNC. Each Landsat TM image covers an82
area of 185 by 185 km, so a few images are enough to map all the coastal area of the
Pacific Northwest. TM's pixel size (the minimum image unit) is 30x30 m and the size
of forest stands typically ranges from 4 (200x200 m) to about 200 ha. Therefore the
image resolution is high enough to be able to sample interior portions of stands far
from the stand limits and free from the influence of features outside the stand.
Images are easy to acquire, and they are becoming less and less expensive.
Once an adequate method of analysis have been developed, image processing can
be automated to quickly obtain the required information in a reproducible fashion.
Satellite image-based information also allows retrospective analyses with images
from previous dates.
In terms of spectral characteristics, Landsat TM sensors were designed for
vegetation discrimination (Nilsson 1995, Lillesand and Kiefer 1987). Bands 2 and 3
(green and red portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, respectively) are adjusted to
represent peaks of absorbance and reflectance of chlorophyll. Band 4 is centered in a
portion of the near infrared spectrum where vegetation reflectance is high, and bands
5 and 7 are particularly sensitive to plant water stress.
Plant stress or disease always produces some kind of abnormal condition. Any
change in photosynthetic tissue, cell structure, tissue water content or canopy
structure can result in departures from normal vegetation spectral characteristics,
potentially detectable by at least one of the Landsat sensors. These changes,
however, need to be relatively stronger than the "noise"; that is, those signals
originating in features other than the target, which act as confounding factors (for
example, background vegetation, soil, terrain topography, etc.)
There are many examples in the literature of the use of Landsat TM to detect
different severity levels of defoliation in conifer forests and plantations (Radeloff et al.
1999, Chalifoux et al. 1998, Luther et al. 1997, Royle and Lathrop 1997, Ekstrand83
1996, Franklin et al. 1995, Lambert et al. 1995, Keane et al. 1994, Schmitt and Paar
1993) with varying degrees of success. Landsat's spectral resolution and properties
seem potentially adequate to remotely detect SNC symptoms, so a more in-depth
investigation seemed justified.
Change detection has been suggested as an effective technique to map forest
defoliation (Radeloff et al. 1999, Royle and Lathrop 1994). Change detection
techniques rely on the changing properties of the target feature rather than the
characteristics of that feature at a single point in time. In the case of the present
study, changes in stand canopy condition due to SNC are well known and have been
described (Maguire et al 2001, Hansen et al. 2000). Change detection in this case
appears particularly promising if it is able to substantially reduce the "noise" or the
effect of confounding factors and highlight the changes in disease symptoms.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of using Landsat
TM imagery to characterize stands affected by SNC. To this end, both single date
image analyses and change detection approaches were used. In both cases, a
comprehensive testing of single and combined TM bands was carried out.
Methods
Study area
The study area, located in the northern coastal region of Oregon, extends from
the city of Astoria (46° 10' lat. N), south to Yaquina Bay (44°35' lat. N) close to the city
of Newport; and from the coast inland about 50 km to a north-south line at
approximately 123°10' W long, corresponding to the western edge of the Willamette
Valley (Fig. 4.1) (about 11,500 km2). The Oregon coast topography is determined by
the Coast Range, a moderately high range with most ridge tops within 450-750 m of84
Figure 4.1. Plot locations of the young plantation and mature stand (Hebo)
surveys. The path of Landsat TM 5 is shown in dashed lines.C
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85altitude. Steep slopes and soils with relatively little development characterize the
area. A wet and mild climate allows for the growth of dense and productive conifer
forests, where Douglas-fir has been extensively harvested and re-planted by the
timber industry.
Ground-based disease survey
To account for differences in canopy structure the disease information was
collected in two separate surveys: one in young plantations and the other in mature
stands. The young plantation survey consisted of 70 plots on stands ranging from 10
to 30 yrs old, conducted in late spring/early summer in 1998 by the Oregon
Department of Forestry. The mature stand survey was carried out in the same
seasons in 1999, and consisted of 30 plots in 80 or more yr-old stands,within the
Hebo District in the Siuslaw National Forest. Stands were selected according to
accessibility and with no other evident bias (Fig. 4.1).
Each stand was measured for needle retention. Stand needle retention was
determined by rating and averaging the percentage of needles present on secondary
lateral branches of the upper 1/3 of the crown of 10 trees in each stand. A value of "1"
was assigned for each year's internode which had 100% of theneedles present, as
determined by visual assessment, and a fraction of 1, if less. For example, if a branch
appeared to have the full complement of needles on the last 4 year's internodes and
only half of the year before that, it would receive a rating of 4.5.
Stand canopy discoloration was assessed in the young plantation survey by
assigning to individual trees one of four possible values from a relative scale, starting
with 0 when foliage was normal green, up to 3 when foliage was extremely yellow or
yellowish-brown. Each stand received the discoloration value that resulted from theaverage of 10 trees as determined by 2 independent surveyors. Stand discoloration in
mature plantations had to be modified to adapt to the difficulty in seeing individual
tree crowns. In these stands, a unique value per stand was assigned. Three basic
discoloration categories were created from a sample of stand photographs: dark
green (=1), light green (=2), and yellowish or brownish green (=3). A given stand
could be assigned one of the three basic values (1, 2 or 3), a value in between the
basic categories (1.5 or 2.5), or even a value in between but closer to one of the
basic ones (for example: 1.2, 1.8, etc.). Discoloration values were assigned by
agreement of 2 independent surveyors.
For the young stand survey, density and species composition were obtained by
counting all trees within a 0.02 ha circular plot, randomly established in each
plantation. For the mature stand survey, density was derived from averages of prism
readings at 10 points on one transect across each stand. Diameter was measured in
all the trees included in the prism readings. Species were recorded to determine
stand composition as percentage of total trees counted.
The location of the central geographic point of each plot was determined with
GPS (Global Position System) and digitized into a point coverage which was
displayed on a Landsat TM image to assess the accuracy of digital stand location by
comparison to detailed stand maps and aerial photos.
Imagery
Landsat Thematic Mapper was chosen for remote disease detection, given its
availability and its adequate spatial resolution. Forest stands chosen for the ground
survey ranged from about 4 to 160 ha, so each contained multiple 30 m-resolution
pixels.Two contiguous Landsat TM 5 images were needed to cover the area of the
ground survey, corresponding to the satellite path 47, rows 28 and 29 (Figure 4.1).
Both images were acquired at two different dates: April28thand August 1998.
April was chosen because late spring is the time of the year at which SNC
symptoms are most visible. Diseased crowns are at their peak of needle loss after
going through a full infection cycle and the rough winter weather conditions. Also at
that time stressed needles are starting to suffer the effects of the dry, warm season,
therefore crown chlorosis is more evident. August was chosen because new needles
start to emerge in May and by summer new foliage is fully developed, masking crown
discoloration and defoliation. Summer was considered to be the time at which
symptom differences between healthier and symptomatic stands would be minimized,
approximating all the stands to a "no-disease" situation. This in turn would help
highlight differences in symptom expression in spring. In addition, late April was about
the earliest time of the year that low cloud cover was found, since fall and winter are
the seasons in which most of the total annual precipitation occurs in the Pacific
Northwest.
Image processing
Images were registered to UTM zone 10, datum NAD 1927, spheroid Clarke
1866. When geometric correction was needed, 60 ground control points (GCP) with
known UTM coordinates were identified in the image and a polynomial transformation
model was used. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) was then calculated for the
transformations and iterative deletion (of no more than 5 points) and correction of
GCPs was done until RMSE reached a value lower than 0.5. This ensured that
positional errors would always be less than one pixel in size. Resampling of theimage was done by a nearest neighbor method. Images from the same date were
merged into one composite. A haze reduction function from ERDAS Imagine 8.4 was
applied to the images. This method is based on extracting from the image one of the
Tasseled Cap indices (see more details inAnalysessection) called Haze (Lavreau
1991).
In mountainous terrain, variations in elevation and slope inclination result in
differences in illumination and shading altering the intrinsic spectral characteristics of
the terrain feature under investigation (Macomber and Woodcock 1994). To correct
for this effect, a separation between the ground cover signal and the signal due to
topography can be performed, by considering the terrain inclination, aspect and sun
angle. Both Lambertian and non-Lambertian models have been proposed to correct
for this effect (Ekstrand 1996). The Lambertian approach assumes that all terrain
surfaces in the area of the image scatter light uniformly in all directions (hence called
"Lambertian surfaces"), thus the normalization process is applied automatically to
every pixel in the image according to the incidence angle of light at each point. Non-
Lambertian approaches incorporate the scattering properties of the ground. One way
of doing this is using a semi-empirical Minnaert reflectance model, which uses a
constantk,which is a measure of the proportion of the terrain surface that has
Lambertian characteristics. A sample of pixels from the image to be normalized can
be taken and used to empirically estimatekfor each image band by applying the
following equation to a regression analysis:
Log [pixel value x cos(slope inclination)]= kx Log [cos(incidence angle)]
wherekis the slope of the regression. Then each pixel is corrected for
topography using:
DN normalized = DN raw / [cos(slope inclination)]" [cos(incidence angle)]'}where DN (digital number) is the pixel value.
Both Lambertian and non-Lambertian approaches were used to normalize the
April image and results were compared to choose the best transformation. The
Minnaert constant (k) for the non-Lambertian method was estimated by regressing
DN values of 700 pixels. This pixel sample was obtained by choosing 10 contiguous
pixels within each of the 70 SNC survey stands. The best method was then applied to
the August image.
Change detection, a technique that relies on identifying or classifying ground
features by understanding the changes of these features in time, rather than their
spectral characteristics per se, was used in this study to investigate its efficacy to
detect SNC symptoms. Before performing the change detection analysis, it had to be
ensured that changes between images from different dates were only due to changes
in ground cover features and not due to changes in atmospheric conditions,
illumination angles, or sensor characteristics (Collins and Woodcock 1994, Coppin et
al 2001). Features in the image that are known not to radiometrically change across
seasons such as water bodies, rooftops, runways, etc. were chosen, and their DN
values from each band were plotted in an April vs. August graph. After verifying that
the points on the graphs formed a linear relationship, a simple linear regression
between the two dates for each band was calculated and the resulting equation was
used as a correction factor for the August image (Collins and Woodcock 1996).
Analyses
A block of 10 contiguous pixels (3x3 pixels plus one contiguous randomly chosen)
centered in each ground survey plot was extracted from both Landsat TM images.91
The 10 DN values were averaged to obtain a single DN per survey plot per band from
April and August images.
Single-dateanalyses
Ground-based measurements of needle retention and color were plotted against
DNs of each image band. The following indices (see definitions in Table 4.1) were
calculated and also plotted against disease symptoms: simple ratio (SR; McDonald et
al. 1998, Lawrence and Ripple 1998), normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI;
McDonald et al. 1998, Lawrence and Ripple 1998), soil-adjusted vegetation index
(SAVI; McDonald et al. 1998, Lawrence and Ripple 1998), optimized soil-adjusted
vegetation index (OSAVI; Lawrence and Ripple 1998), green vegetation index (GVI;
Lawrence and Ripple 1998), green atmospheric resistant index (GARI; Gitelson et al.
1996), green-red atmospheric resistant index (GRARI; Gitelson et al. 1996), band
4/band5 (Schmitt and Paar 1993), band 7/band 4, chromaticity (Lambert et al. 1995),
and the three first Tasseled Cap indices: greenness, wetness and brightness
(Schowengerdt 1997).
The Tasseled Cap transformation is a series of 6 indices, each one composed by
the combination of 6 Landsat TM bands (bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7). Each index is an
orthogonal transformation in which bands are individually multiplied by a coefficient
and then added together. The three first indices are known as "brightness",
"greenness" and "wetness"; the fourth, has been called "haze" (see Image processing
section), and the last two do not have a specific denomination.
Survey plots were discriminated by stand structure characteristics such as age,
density and composition to account for possible variability originating from stand
characteristics in the disease-reflectance relationships. Regression and multivariateTable 4.1.Landsat band index definitions.
TM1, TM2,. ..TM7= Landsat Thematic Mapper band 1, band 2,...band 7. (See
citations in text).
Index Definition Index Definition
SR TM4/TM3 greenness -(O.27xTM1 )-(O.22xTM2)
-(O.55xTM3)+(O.72xTM4)
+(O.O7XTM5)-(O. I 6xTM7)
NDVI (TM4+TM3)/(TM4-TM3)
wetness +(O. 1 5xTM 1 )+(O. 1 8xTM2)
+(O.33xTM3)+(O.34xTM4)
-(O.62xTM5)-(O.42xTM7)
SAVI 1 .5(TM4-TM3)/(TM4+TM3+O.5)
brightness +(O.29xTMI )+(O.25xTM2)
+(O.48xTM3)+(O.56xTM4)
+(O.44xTM5)+(O.1 7xTM7)
OSAVI1.1 6(TM4-TM3)/(TM4+TM3+O. 16)
band 4/ TM4/TM5
band 5
GVI -(O.29xTM1 )-(O.24xTM2)
-(O.54xTM3)+(O.72xTM4) band 7/ TM7/TM4
+(O.O8xTM5)-(O.I8xTM7) band 4
GARI (TM4-(TM2-(TM I -TM3))) chromaticityTM4/(TM4+TM5+TM7)
/(TM4+(TM2-(TM I -TM3)))
GRARI(TM4-(TM2+TM3-(TMI -TM3)))
/(TM4+(TM2+TM3-(TMI -TM3)))
analyses were carried out as needed to further explore and establish formal
relationships between disease symptoms, stand characteristics and image attributes.
Change detection analyses
Two types of change detection approaches were applied to the data:
I) Image subtraction:
April single bands and indices were subtracted pixel by pixel from August
and divided by the April image to normalize the differences (also called "image93
differencing", Coppin et al. 2001, Mas 1999). Normalized differences were
plotted against disease symptoms.
Single band differences were combined into a new variable by calculating
the Euclidean distance between the two images with the following formula:
D = 'J [(April bI-August bl)2+....+ (April bn-Augustbn)2]
Where "D" is the Euclidean distance, and "bi" is image band 1 (Cohen
and Fiorella 1998). The same formula was applied to the three first Tasseled
Cap indices -greenness, wetness and brightness- and the resulting distance
was compared to the disease variables.
2) Principal component analysis:
Survey plot DN values from both images were combined into a single
dataset of 12 variables and a principal component analysis (PCA) (Yuan et al.
1998) was run to obtain a series of orthogonal axes (Muchoney and Haack
1994, Collins and Woodcock 1996) to explore the possibility that some of the
variability contained in the image combination could be produced by
differences in disease expression. Each of the first 6 PCA axes was plotted
against disease information.
As with the single-date analyses, regression and multivariate analyses were
carried out on those variables that showed good correlation between disease and
image attributes.94
Results
Ground-based disease surveys
Needle retention distributions of the Hebo survey (Figure 4.2) tended to be higher
for needle retention and lower for discoloration than the young stands, indicating a
tendency of the mature stands to express lower disease severity (Chapter 3).
The most relevant variables from the point of view of stand structure and
composition (Table 4.2) were included in the analyses that follow. Based on
observations in the field, age and density in young plantations determine, to a greater
extent, the structure of the stand in terms of tree height, canopy closure, leaf area
index, etc. Stand composition was not considered in the analysis because in only a
few cases species other than Douglas-fir were present in high proportions.
In mature plantations, stand structure seemed to vary mostly with stand density
and average stem diameter (diameter at breast height). Stand composition variability
was mostly influenced by the presence of mature Sitka spruce (Piceasitchensis
(Bong.) Carr.) and, to a lesser extent, western hemlock (Tsugaheterophylla(Rafn.)
Sarg).
Image processing
Images with different topographic normalization methods were visually and
analytically compared with the original April image. Images were inspected for signs
of drastic changes in illumination at inflexion points of the terrain slopes. Special
attention was also directed to detect excessively bright areas in the transformed
image, for the Lambertian normalization has been found to over-correct poorly
illuminated areas which have non-Lambertian characteristics (Ekstrand 1996,25
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Figure 4.2. Frequency distribution of symptom severity of the disease ground surveysTable 4.2. Summary statistics of the plot characteristics from the ground survey
Survey Variable MeanMinimum- Standard
maximum deviation
Young stands Density (trees/ha) 1631 247-17142 2253
Age 17.3 8-30 5.4
Hebo (mature)Density (trees/ha) 672.1 373-1520 294.1
stands Average dbh (cm) 57.8 40.2-77.3 10.9
Spruce-hemlock (% 16.4 0.0-65.5 21.2
trees)
Smith et al. 1980). DN values in the original image tend to be lower on the North-
facing slopes (both extremes of the x axis in Figure 4.3), indicating an evident effect
of topography on illumination. In the Lambertian-corrected image the effect is not only
reversed, but apparently differences in illumination are magnified. The non-
Lambertian approach seems the most effective in eliminating any specific pattern in
the structure of the point cloud. The latter was chosen to topographically correct the
August image.
Slopes of the regressions used to perform the radiometric normalization of the
August image with respect to the April image, were very close to I indicating a very
low multiplication effect in the ON values from one image to the other (Table 4.3). Due
to the nature of the change detection analyses performed later, almost no difference
was found between using a normalized and a non-normalized August image.
Therefore, it was decided to use the August image in its original form.97
Figure 4.3. Comparison of the effect of two different topographic normalization
approaches. Points represent a sample of 1000 pixels from the images. DN is the
digital value of pixels. Towards the extremes of the x axis are the north-facing slopes,
in the center, the south-facing ones.160
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slope aspect (azimuth)Table 4.3. Equations used to radiometrically normalize the August image with respect
to the April image. In each band, x was replaced by the pixel DN value of the
original image to obtain a normalized DN value (y).
Band number Regression equation r2
1 y=0.92x+ 14.27 0.89
2 y=0.76x+ 15.35 0.79
3 y=0.96x+ 15.55 0.93
4 y=0.87x+ 15.82 0.90
5 y =0.86 x-5.37 0.93
7 y= 1.01 x+ 3.24 0.93
Analyses
Single date analyses
In the young stand survey, band 4 and greenness April showed some trend with
respect to needle retention (Figures 4.4A and C, and Table 4.4). April band 4 showed
a trend with respect to discoloration (Figure 4.4B) but these variables showed a very
weak correlation (data not shown). In all cases reflectance tended to increase with
the severity of symptoms.
For the Hebo survey, correlations with April band 4 and greenness were
comparable to the young survey (Table 4.4). Trends of symptoms with respect to April
band 4 and greenness were more pronounced than with the young survey when plots
with more than 25% of spruce and/or hemlock were discriminated from the rest
(Figure 4.5). The presence of other species in the upper canopy strata seemed to
decrease the reflectance with respect to pure Douglas-fir canopies (Plot 18 appears
darker than Plot 21 in Figure 4.6).11111]
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Figure 4.4. Young stand survey: symptoms vs. reflectance.
Average DN (pixel digital counts) values of the young survey plots of Landsat TM
band 4 in April vs. stand needle retention (A) and discoloration (B). And (C)
greenness index from the April image vs. stand needle retention.101
Table 4.4. Correlation coefficients between SNC symptoms and Landsat TM image
variables (only correlations = 0.30 or higher are shown)
Young survey April April
Band 4 Greenness
Needle retention-0.32 -0.42
Discoloration 0.30 -
Hebo survey April April April August
Band 4 Greenness Band 7 Band 5
Needle retention-0.36 -0.42 - -
Discoloration - - 0.33 0.30
Based on the above observations it was evident that, at least in some cases,
stand characteristics might influence the detection of the disease severity by the
satellite. To explore this potential relationship, multiple regression analyses were
done using greenness as response variable (the variable with the tightest correlation
with retention), and needle retention and stand characteristics as explanatory
variables. For the young stand survey, stand variables comprised age and density
(trees/ha). For the Hebo survey, stand plot variables were represented by:
percentage of spruce and/or hemlock, stem average diameter, and density (trees/ha).
Because regression analyses were used only for preliminary assessment of potential
relationships, testing of possible violations to regression model assumptions was not
done. Starting with a full model (that is, the inclusion of all possible variables), a
stepwise regression approach was adopted to select for the best model in all cases.
To find the best regression models, a selection technique called "Cp statistic" was
used (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). All variables included in the final models (Table100
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Figure 4.5. Hebo (mature) stand survey: symptoms vs. reflectance.
Average DN (pixel digital counts) values of the mature survey plots of Landsat TM
band 4 in April vs. stand needle retention (A) and discoloration (B). Greenness index
from the April image vs. stand needle retention (C). Data points are discriminated by
their percentage of Sitka spruce and western hemlock present in the plots.
4.5) had coefficients different from zero (at a p-value < 0.05). For the young stand
survey 68 observations were used because 2 stands had missing values.
Based on the visual assessment of the properties of mature stands with high
percentage of spruce-hemlock (Figure 4.6C), it was decided to establish an arbitrary
threshold for the exclusion of these stands. So, stands of more than 25% spruce-103
Figure 4.6. Detailed view of three mature stand survey plots as seen with aerial
photos (left column) and the greenness index from the April satellite image (right
column). Higher greenness corresponds to lighter gray tones. Plots with lower needle
retention have higher greenness values (compare with Figure 5C). Plot 18 with high
percentage of spruce, has lower greenness values than plot 21 even though both
have similar needle retention. Size of image pixels are 30 by 30 m.Aerial photos
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hemlock (9 observations) were excluded from the analyses to improve the regression
fit. Other structural variables did not evidence any visual threshold, so exclusions
based on other stand attributes was not justified.
All regression equations provided strong evidence that stand characteristics have
to be accounted for when trying to relate greenness to needle retention (at a p-
statistic < 0.02, extra sum of squares F test). However, the lowr2of the equation of
the young stands (Table 4.5) indicates that the fraction of variance explained by
needle retention, density and age is small. In contrast, the percentage of the variance
in the mature stands explained by retention and age was high enough to grant further
investigation.
The regression analyses indicated that greenness had some potential in the
detection of defoliation. Since brightness and wetness are orthogonal to greenness,
they may complement the information expressed by the latter, thus the use of the
three indices at the same time seemed a reasonable possibility to explore.
Furthermore, brightness and wetness are frequently used in forest feature detection
(Franklin et al. 1995, Cohen and Spies 1992) and the three indices together explain
most of the variation within a given TM image (Collins and Woodcock 1994). Although
some individual bands, such as 4 and 7, also showed some degree of correlation with
needle retention the possibility of including them in an analysis together with
Tasseled Cap indices was ruled out to avoid the use of highly correlated variables.
Canonical correlation analysis seemed an adequate multivariate tool to use in this
case, since it can establish the correlation between two sets of variables (Ramsey
and Schafer 1997), allowing the use of greenness, brightness and wetness together
as response variables. Canonical correlation analyses were carried out to study the
relationship between retention, stand characteristics, and the three most used
Tasseled Cap indices, greenness, brightness and wetness.106
Table 4.5. Regression equations used to establish the relationship between needle
retention and greenness using stand characteristics as covariats.
Survey Equations N r2
Young Greenness = 37.94 -4.60 needle retention +0.15 680.15
density - 0.37age
Hebo Greenness = 43.74 -8.43 needle retention - 0.21 210.57
average dbh
Both response and explanatory variables were normalized by dividing each value by
the maximum value of each variable, to account for differences in magnitude between
variables. Since the analyses were to provide preliminary exploration of the
relationship between variables, testing of possible violations to canonical correlation
model assumptions was not done. The same datasets of both surveys with the same
number of observations used in the regression analyses were used in the canonical
correlations.
Overall canonical correlation between Tasseled Cap indices of the image and
disease plus stand characteristics for the young survey was intermediate (=0.5, Table
4.6). The response variable assigned highest weight to brightness. The explanatory
variable assigned the highest importance to age (based on the absolute value of
coefficients, since the negative sign only indicates that the relationship between
variables is inverse), which suggests that needle retention is approximately equally
important as age in defining spectral characteristics of the stands.
For the mature stand survey, the canonical correlation between the Tasseled Cap
indices and disease plus stand variables was high (almost =0.8, Table 4.6). Both
greenness and brightness were selected as important response variables, and needle107
Table 4.6. Coefficients for the variables that form the axes of the canonical
correlations. Last ne of each survey indicates the correlation between
explanatory and response variables at each axis.
Variables Axis I Axis 2 Axis 3
Young plantation survey:
Explanatory
Needle retention -0.56 -0.11 0.72
Age -0.59 0.37 -0.53
Density 0.21 -0.76 -0.06
Response
Greenness 0.30 -1.59 -0.55
Brightness 1.46 3.24 1.89
Wetness 0.00 0.53 0.66
Correlation: 0.50 0.16 0.00
Hebo survey:
Explanatory
Needle retention -1.52 -0.74 0.57
Spruce-hemlock 0.78 -2.05 1.53
Average dbh -0.87 -1.20 -1.33
Density -0.09 0.02 0.09
Response
Greenness 0.95 0.39 -1.43
Brightness 1.02 -0.82 6.07
Wetness 0.51 -1.34 0.36
Correlation: 0.79 0.58 0.27
retention was the predominant variable among the explanatory variables. The level of
correlation between explanatory and response variables of both surveys can be
visualized in Figure 4.7. The correlation between the combined Tasseled Cap and
disease for the Hebo survey was 0.71, indicating that most of the correlation between108
Tasseled Cap (response canonical axisi) and stand characteristics (explanatory
canonical axisi) is provided by the disease symptoms (which can be appreciated in
Fig. 4.7D).
Change detection analyses
1)Image subtraction:
Subtraction of single bands and indices did not result in disease severity
discrimination. Patterns of relationship between image bands and disease
symptoms were very similar between the two dates (Figure 4.8A). When
values of any band or index were plotted in April vs. August, different levels of
symptom severity could not be clearly discriminated (Figure 4.8B). Similar
results were obtained with the Euclidean distances.
2) Principal component analysis:
The first PCA axis assigned nearly the same weight to all bands of both
dates (Table 4.7), suggesting that the total variability is well distributed across
all the bands of thetwoimages. The second principal component established
a contrast between the two dates. The third axis seemed to approximately
discriminate between visible (bands 1, 2 and 3) and non-visible (bands 4, 5
and 7) wavebands.
The remaining principal components did not show clear contrasts, and
therefore were potential candidates to express the variability due to disease
symptoms. However, since none of the principal components showed any
correlation with disease severity, further analyses did not seem justified.1.8
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Figure 4.7. Canonical correlation analyses and disease.
Response variables are composed of: greenness, brightness and wetness (the
Tasseled Cap indices). Explanatory variables for the young plantation survey (A) are
composed of: needle retention, stand age and density; for the Hebo survey (C) are
composed of: needle retention, spruce-hemlock, average dbh and density. (See more
details in Table 5). In B and D the canonical explanatory variable was replaced by
needle retention alone.
Discussion
Consistent trends were observed between some Landsat TM image bands,
indices and disease symptoms. In the case of mature forests, closer relationships
between Landsat TM band 4 and Tasseled Cap indices with plot needle retention110
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Figure 4.8. Two-date analyses for the Hebo survey.
A) comparison of the relationship between band 4 reflectance and needle retention of
stands in April and August. B) Plot of April vs. August stand greenness discriminated
by needle retention classes.111
Table 4.7. Coefficients for the first 6 axes (PCi. . .PC6) of the combined 2-date
principal component analysis.
DATE BAND PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6
April 1 0.26 -0.42 -0.24 0.01 -0.07 0.56
2 0.28 -0.41 -0.01 0.02 0.07 0.15
3 0.22 -0.49 -0.24 -0.02 -0.41 -0.41
4 0.27 -0.09 0.48 0.48 0.25 -0.10
5 0.33 -0.04 0.24 -0.12 0.50 -0.04
7 0.32 -0.18 0.01 -0.35 0.24 -0.38
August 1 0.30 0.23 -0.36 0.23 0.17 0.36
2 0.29 0.30 -0.30 0.35 0.04 -0.13
3 0.29 0.28 -0.34 0.12 -0.09 -0.38
4 0.28 0.09 0.46 0.25 -0.61 0.09
5 0.31 0.25 0.23 -0.41 -0.14 0.11
7 0.30 0.30 -0.02 -0.46 -0.15 0.16
levels were found. As indicated by the regression and the canonical correlation
analyses, the relationship was tighter if average stem diameter and the percentage of
spruce/hemlock were added as covariats of needle retention.
The Tasseled Cap Transformation was created to describe different stages of
agricultural crop phenology, with brightness mostly associated with soil reflectance
and greenness with vegetation (Showengerdt 1997, Lillesand and Kiefer 1987). A
third transformation, wetness is often related to soil and canopy moisture (Lillesand
and Kiefer 1987), and it was also found to respond to canopy structural complexity
(Cohen and Spies 1992).
The greenness index stresses the contrast between bands 3 and 4 (Table 4.1) by
giving higher weight to both bands but opposite sign. Conceptually similar to the
NDVI index (Table 4.1), both indices rely on the fact that plants have particularly high
absorbance in the red wavelength (Landsat TM band 3) due to chlorophyll absorption,112
and high reflectance in near infrared (NIR) (Landsat TM band 4) due to radiation
scattering at the leaf mesophyll (Adams et al. 1999, Yoder and Waring 1994).
As canopy chlorophyll contents decrease (due to leaf yellowing or defoliation, for
example), absorbance in red decreases (Todd and Hoffer 1998), and reflectance
increases. Plant stress also produces a decrease in NIR reflectance as a result of
changes in mesophyll cell protoplast (Adams et al. 1999). Based on these basic
principles, it is expected that at the canopy level, the denser or thicker the canopy is,
the higher the reflectance in NIR. When defoliation occurs, not only the green tissue
is less abundant, but also twigs and bark are more exposed, which due to their
spectral characteristics tend to increase the reflectance in red and decrease the
reflectance in NIR (Leckie et al. 1989). The combination of changes in red and NIR at
the leaf tissue and canopy levels thus, are expected to have a strong impact in
indices such as the Tasseled Cap greenness.
The theoretical relationship between plant stress and greenness, however, is a
decrease in greenness as defoliation increases, the opposite of what we found in this
study (Fig. 4.5C). Similarly, brightness is expected to show the same trend as
greenness in response to defoliation, since the former assigns more weight to NIR
(Table 4.1)than to any other waveband. Although greenness and brightness
responded to symptom severity inversely to the theoretical expectation, the consistent
trend that both young and mature stand surveys showed (Figures 4.4 and 4.5),
indicates that the satellite is in fact detecting a feature or features (other than
exclusively a loss of green pigments or tissue) that correlates with SNC disease
severity. This suggests that the satellite image represents a much more complex
reality than some foliage light reflection principles.
In real situations, the spectral reflectance of a tree affected by disease or stress
depends on the history of the damaging event itself, the response of the tree to the113
event, the spectral properties of the tree components (needles, twigs, etc.), and the
proportion and geometric arrangement of these components after the damage has
occurred (Leckie et al. 1989). At the stand scale, the spectral reflectance is also
influenced by variables such as the different levels of disease severity of individual
trees and their proportion of occurrence, the vegetation background and stand
horizontal and vertical structure.
This complexity is reflected in the apparently contradictory results in studies with
characteristics similar to the present study (Radeloff et al. 1999, Chalifoux et al. 1998,
Royle and Lathrop 1997, Ekstran 1996, Lambert et al. 1995, Keane et al. 1994), in
which the relationship defoliation-reflectance shows variable and sometimes opposite
trends.
Since needle retention in this study is more tightly correlated with band 4 (Fig.
4.5A) than with band 3 (data not shown), it is evident that differences in greenness
between disease severity extremes are mostly (if not exclusively) due to differences
in NIR reflectance. The spectral portion represented by band 4 has been found to be
of special importance in disease detection (Lambert et al. 1995). It is possible then,
that the observed inverse greenness-symptom relationship can be explained by
assuming that the TM image is expressing some changes in band 4 reflectance as a
result of defoliation, not necessarily the decrease in chlorophyll content or reduction
in leaf area per Se.
Defoliated canopies may expose higher proportions of background vegetation.
Understory vegetation has higher NIR reflectance than overstory conifers (Goward et
al. 1994), which might result in an overall increasing NIR reflectance at the stand
level. This however, may be complicated by the horizontal structure of the stand.
Healthy stands with large overstory openings would show patches of higher114
reflectance than uniform, moderately defoliated stands (compare for example, the
photos of plot 18 and plot 28 in Fig. 4.6).
Younger needles have higher NIR reflectance than older ones (Leckie et al. 1989,
Rock et al 1994). Since defoliation in SNC typically progresses from the base of the
branch (older needles) to the tips, it is possible that crowns with higher needle
retention have a stronger contribution of older needles to the total crown spectral
signature than defoliated crowns. This effect might be strong enough to decrease the
general reflectance of a healthy crown with respect to a symptomatic one.
Additionally, the presence of epicormic shoots, frequently observed in defoliated
trees, may contribute to increase the NIR reflectance in symptomatic trees.
The decrease in reflectance of stands due to the presence of spruce (Figs. 4.5
and 4.6) is consistent with spectral characterizations of dominant overstory conifer
species in Oregon (Goward et al 1994) and elsewhere (Rock et al. 1994, Kleman
1986, Leckie et al. 1989). Rock et al. 1994 reported that differences in optical
reflectance between red spruce (Picea rubens) and eastern hemlock (Tsuga
canadiensis) in Maine are more evident in the NIR portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Accordingly, we found more separability between stands with high and low
percentage of spruce in band 4 (Figure 4.5A) than in bands 1, 2 and 3 (data not
shown).
Young stands showed much more variability than mature stands in the
reflectance-symptom relationships. One possible explanation is that this variability is
associated with natural geographic variation given the fact that the young stand
survey covers a much larger area than the Hebo survey (Figure 4.1). Young plots
located in the Hebo survey area were discriminated from the rest of the young stand
survey and their retention values were plotted against brightness (Figure 4.9). The115
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geographic location.
Variability in reflectance of young stands located within the Hebo (mature) stands
area (triangles) is compared to the rest of the young stands (diamonds), to see if
variability differs with area size.
first group of plots, although restricted to the same area as the Hebo survey, did not
show significantly less variability than the entire young survey, which suggests that
the observed variability is probably due to intrinsic structural properties of young
plantations.
Even though reflectance between dates showed some variation in absolute
values, patterns of reflectance vs. symptoms appeared fairly similar (Figure 4.8A).
The expectation in using a change detection approach was that stands with high
needle retention would show the least amount of change in reflectance from April to
August (high retention plots would appear distributed on a line with slope closer to I
than other plots in Figure 4.8B). Conversely, low needle retention stands would have116
shown more dramatic changes in reflectance due to the higher contrast between thin
crowns in spring and crowns with new foliage in summer. Our results however,
suggest that the signal produced by new foliage is not strong enough to compensate
for the lack of foliage in low needle retention or diseased canopies.
Changes in tree crown condition due to SNC would have been more evident if an
image from a date previous to the general SNC epidemics was used. This "no-
disease" image needed to be from about 10 years before 1998. Unfortunately, going
back in time 10 years in stands that range from 10 to 30 years old would have meant
dealing with dramatic changes in stand structure, which would have complicated the
change detection analysis. In the case of mature forests, the "no-disease" condition of
10 years earlier is only a presumption, since no information on the SNC status of
these forests is available.
Results of this study indicate that the relationship between the Tasseled Cap
indices and SNC defoliation is strong enough to justify further investigation, especially
when the emphasis is on mature forests. To achieve the final goal of mapping Swiss
needle cast in the region, this study needs to be extended to other areas. More
stands also need to be sampled to test the accuracy of the mapping approach.
Conclusions
Based on our results, the Tasseled Cap transformation from Landsat TM imagery
has the potential to be used to map Swiss needle cast distribution, especially in
mature forests. This is due to the relatively high correlation between the Tasseled
Cap transformations and symptoms at the stand level. The inclusion of stand
structure and composition as covariats of canopy needle retention strengthen this
relationship.117
Analyses indicated that even though the healthy, new foliage in summer makes
symptomatic and non-symptomatic canopies look very similar from the ground,
differences in reflectance due to the disease remain after bud-break. This makes the
use of change detection techniques unjustifiable.
It is suggested that the approach presented in this work be applied to data from
disease surveys on mature stands covering the coast of Oregon and Washington. If
our results hold, a single-date image, ideally from late spring could be used to detect
different levels of Douglas-fir canopy defoliation. After appropriate Tasseled Cap
transformations of raw data and the application of additional stand composition and
age data, a SNC defoliation map could be produced.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Summary
The work presented in this dissertation shows that it is possible to build a Swiss
needle cast (SNC) disease prediction model with the available information and
knowledge. Without excluding any other possible approach, we conclude that the
regression analyses were effective in finding a strong association between disease
and the environment. Fog occurrence, precipitation, temperature, elevation and slope
aspect, were able to explain an important portion of the variation in disease severity
in the Oregon coast area. The application of the model as it is may provide useful
information for disease management and also some important insights in future
research.
SNC has intensified and extended so much in the last years that it is starting to be
a concern for groups other than just the forest industry. SNC is now so widely
extended in the region and in some areas it affects tree growth in such a way that its
impacts should be included in estimates of forest ecosystem productivity at the
regional and landscape levels. Ecologists that have already recognized this situation
are facing the problem of finding a reliable source of information on SNC distribution.
The SNC ground survey, now being carried out since 1996 in the Oregon coast
area was the first step towards obtaining information on the characteristics and
impacts of SNC in the region. Ground surveys however, are very appropriate to
obtain information at the stand level (see for example Maguire et al. 2001, Maguire
and Kanaskie 2001), but they provide little information on where in the region the
disease is present, how severe it is at each location and what the limits of its
distribution are.122
The SNC aerial survey was the next best response to the need of regional
information. The aerial survey was very effective in providing an idea of what the
limits are of the most severely affected areas in Oregon (an aerial survey is also
being carried out in Washington). The aerial survey is also useful at showing what
general areas of the Oregon coast region are more severely affected than others.
Because the aerial survey is carried out periodically, it can also provide an estimate
of SNC expansion and detect changes in symptom intensity (provided that changes
are drastic enough).
The aerial survey disease assessment is based on the detection of canopy
discoloration, the most evident visual symptom. As seen in Chapter 3, there are some
confounding factors, such as atmospheric conditions and time of the year that can
influence the perception of discoloration produced by SNC. In addition, and although
crown chlorosis frequently co-occurs with needle loss and other symptoms, the
correspondence between stand discoloration and other indicators of SNC severity still
needs to be established at landscape and regional levels. Finally, as discussed in
Chapter 3, the discoloration patches (polygons) drawn from the aerial survey tend to
noticeably vary in shape, size and position from year to year. This positional accuracy
problem also needs to be addressed, by providing an estimate of the magnitude of
the changes between years and to what extent these changes are truly reflecting
disease expression.
There are basically two ways of testing the accuracy of the aerial survey. One
would be to devise anad hocground survey consisting of a representative sample of
points in the region and comparing the symptoms on the ground with the discoloration
levels from the aerial survey. The other way to test the accuracy of the aerial survey
is to compare it with another survey with similar characteristics of area coverage and
resolution. As previously discussed (Chapter 3), the resolution and nature of the SNC123
ground survey is not adequate to test the aerial survey, because most of the ground
points fall outside aerial survey polygons.
Based on the results presented in Chapter 4, satellite imagery is a promising tool
to map SNC in the region, especially in mature forest. The three first Tasseled Cap
transformations, brightness, greenness and wetness appeared strongly correlated
with needle retention. After some necessary testing across the whole area of interest,
a satellite image could be used to map needle retention in the region. The necessary,
independent accuracy assessment of the satellite image can be done with virtually
any ground survey, because the satellite generates a continuous surface, so there is
no risk of ground points falling outside areas containing disease information.
In comparing the satellite-based map with the aerial survey, some kind of
additional, independent work needs to be done in order to establish the relationship
between needle retention and discoloration. The 30x30 m resolution of a satellite-
generated disease map would be comparable to or, in most cases, exceed the
resolution of the aerial survey. This can be corroborated by visually assessing the
area of the aerial survey polygons in Figure 3.4. Furthermore, in testing the accuracy
of the aerial survey, the satellite image has an advantage over anyad hocground
survey. The satellite image and the aerial survey can be compared on an area-to-
area basis and the agreement between the two can be quantified over the entire area
surveyed. With the ground survey, there is always the risk of not finding enough
points that fall within aerial survey polygons.
Our research suggests that the satellite-generated disease map was not very
effective in mapping defoliation in young stands. Since the presence of spruce in high
proportions also modifies the signature due to SNC defoliation (Chapter 4), additional
information on forest stand composition and stand age needs to be incorporated to
exclude areas with a high proportion of spruce and young stands. A significant124
advantage of the satellite approach over the aerial survey is that it provides
information on defoliation, which is a symptom more directly linked to tree growth and
forest ecosystem productivity than discoloration. Additionally, the satellite approach
can be potentially used for retrospective disease mapping with images from previous
years.
A disease prediction model that predicts disease in space plays the same role as
a survey or a mapping technique: it provides information on disease distribution
(Chapters 2 and 3). A comparison between the SNC model and the aerial survey
(Chapter 3) showed a comparable accuracy at the regional scale between the two.
The model, however, is able to provide a spatially continuous information surface,
which makes it easier to test and compare with other sources of information.
Predictive models depend on another reliable source of disease information in
order to be developed and tested. This disadvantage is compensated by many other
advantages.
Models are the expression of some level of understanding of the nature of the
problem to be modeled. As a model reaches a reasonable level of accuracy, it
functions as a reinforcement of the knowledge used to build it. The failure of the
model can also help in uncovering some false assumptions or misunderstandings
about the phenomenon to be modeled. In most cases, model accuracy is far from
perfect, and that has to do with the fact that models are a simplification of reality and
not reality itself. Since models are formalized forms of knowledge, however, their
accuracy can often be improved by adding more complexity to them or by modifying
some of their components. So, model building can be a cumulative, dynamic process
in which improvements are made as the different stages of the model prove their
usefulness. This process is often characterized as an interaction between knowledge
acquired from external sources and the knowledge provided by the model itself.125
Other works have proposed statistically-based models to predict forest disease
distribution at a regional level (Venier et al. 1998, Wesseloh 1996, Gribko et al. 1995).
In these studies predictions are based on some relationship between disease
occurrence and climate, soil, and/or topography. In some cases, the geographic
distribution of the causal agent, or even past disease events needed to be included in
the input variables. In all cases, detailed knowledge of the mechanics of the disease
processes was either not available or disregarded when building the models.
Statistical models seem very useful to produce regional disease predictions
because they do not need previous knowledge of how the disease processes
translate from the microscopic to the regional scale. This translation, frequently called
"scaling-up" seems particularly complex in processes that involve more than one
organism, as in forest pathosystems. In the particular case of Swiss needle cast we
are starting to understand processes such as the physiological effects of the
pathogen on trees (Chapter 1), the effect the tree genetics on disease expression and
the genetics of the pathogen (Winton 2001). However, that does not mean that we
are presently in a position to understand how the regional distribution of precipitation,
for example, may affect fungal growth or the performance of a certain tree genotype
under heavy infection pressure.
Is it possible to improve the SNC prediction model accuracy? There are three
main directions that can be taken to explore the possibility of improvement. One
possibility is to focus on the explanatory variables of the model. Variables can be
added or replaced. Modifications or adjustments can be made to the explanatory
variables as more knowledge on epidemiology of SNC is acquired. Topographic and
climate variables known to reflect the same phenomenon, such as heat transfer,
could be combined. Also, threshold values could be established on the already
existing variables.126
The second direction to explore could focus on the disease output. Disease
information from the aerial survey, from satellite imagery or any other source could be
combined with the disease prediction from the model, to account for the possibility
that inaccuracies from both sources could be cancelled out when combined.
A conceptual mixture of both previous approaches would be to incorporate
disease severity information as an input variable to simulate the effect of previous
infection levels on future disease distribution. The prediction of disease in time is a
very important benefit that can be obtained from the SNC model. It is not only the
possibility of inquiring on potential future scenarios that seems interesting, but also
the prediction of disease in the past may provide some understanding on the
epidemiology of SNC. As suggested by the results presented in Chapter 3, SNC
model retrospective predictions indicate that an increase in precipitation in the early
1980 could be associated with the recent SNC intensification.
The third option would be to use the present SNC model to guide research at
lower spatial and temporal scales of resolution, such as weather, canopy hydrology,
etc. This could potentially end up linking the regional scale with the microscopic
scale, and allow for a more mechanistic modeling approach.
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APPENDIX I
Regression models by zones (see Table 3.2 for variable definitions).
Zonel: Astoria
Response:
SNC rating
Variable Estimate Std Error N=70
Intercept -0.55 1.43 r2=0.70
NovMaxTemp +0.26 0.08 Root MSEO.56
SpringSummFog +0.07 0.03
Log(Elev6O) -0.18 0.17
Aspect6o +0.37 0.14
Log(Omatter) +0.42 0.14
Zone2a: Tillamook
Response:
SNC rating
Variable Estimate Std Error N=46
Intercept +0.82 0.27 r2=0.60
JulyFog +0.04 0.005 Root MSEO.59
Spruce-Hemlock -0.72 0.27
Response:
Log (upper
retention)
Variable Estimate Std Error N=46
Intercept 13.59 3.4 r2=0.67
X -1.88 E-056.4 E-06 Root MSE=0.13
JuIVPD +0.001 0.0004
JunDdays -0.0006 0.0002
JulyFog -0.009 0.0036
Aspect90 +0.17 0.053
Aspect6o -0.15 0.054137
Zone2b: Nestucca
Response:
SNC rating
Variable Estimate Std Error N=40
Intercept +4.4 2.93 r2=0.59
NovMinTemp +0.71 0.14 Root MSE=0.56
Log(JulPrecip) +0.85 0.36
JunDdays -0.0009 0.0004
Response:
Log (upper
retention)
Variable Estimate Std Error N=40
Intercept +0.73 0.26 r20.58
Log(JulPrecip) +0.22 0.08 Root MSEO.10
JulyFog -0.006 0.001
Aspect90 -0.16 0.04
D-Fir +0.10 0.04
Zone3: Yaquina
Response:
SNC rating
Variable Estimate Std Error N=36
Intercept +33.94 4.65 r=0.71
X -5.4 E-05 1.12 E-05 Root MSE=O.50
JunDdays -0.0008 0.0003
AspectinSitu +0.64 0.18
Log(Omatter) -1.32 0.47
Response:
Log (upper
retention)
Variable Estimate Std Error N=36
Intercept +1.33 0.30 r20.68
AprDdays +0.0002 4.5 E-05 Root MSE=0.07
JulyFog, -0.005 0.001
SpringSummFog -0.02 0.008
Log(ElevinSitu) -0.14 0.04
SIopeInclinl4O +0.005 0.002
Aspectl40 +0.06 0.03
AspectinSitu -0.07 0.03138
Zone 4: Elliot
Response:
Log (upper
retention)
Variable Estimate Std Error N=28
Intercept +70.17 16.8 r2=O.62
Y -1.4 E-05 3.38 E-06 Root MSE=0.08
NovMaxTemp -0.1 0.04
Log(EIev6O) +0.29 0.1
Log(ElevinSitu) -0.36 0.1Satellite imagery: basic concepts
Landsat TM
Band 1
Band:
Image layers are composed
by cells or image units called
"pixels". Each pixel has an
integer number ("digital
number"or DN) assigned to it,
which is proportional to the
amount of radiation the
satellite sensor registered at
that point. DNs range from 0
to 255. When the image is
displayed, DNs can be
represented by tones of gray
according to the scale
depicted below.
255
Pixel
values
or
Digital
Numbers
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APPENDIX 2
Each satellite image has seven
layers or bands, one for each of the
on-board sensors.
Lansat TM image spatial resolution
is determined by its pixel size,
which except for Band 6, it is 30 by
30m.140
Satellite
bands
1 5 7
Blue Green RedNear lnfra Red Mid Infra Red
visual portion of spectrum
In the graphic above a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is shown (x
axis) to illustrate the reflectance properties of some earth features and their
relation to the Landsat TM 5 sensors.
Each of the 7 Landsat sensors detects radiation coming from below at a
certain wavelength (represented by yellow bands in the illustration above).
Sensors of bands 2, 4, 5 and 7 were designed to detect vegetation reflectance
peaks (green curve in graph). Sensors of bands 1 and 3 are adjusted to
portions of the spectrum where vegetation has high absorbance.
Spectral signatures of a typical soil and a water body are included for
comparison with vegetation charactenstics.
Band 6 is not represented in the graph because it corresponds to the Far Infra
Red portion of the spectrum (far right side of the graph).
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APPENDIX 3
The figure on the next page shows a composite of two Landsat TM 5 images
(path 47, rows 28 and 29) from April 1998. Bands 2, 3 and 4 were chosen for the
image display (see Appendix 2, page 140). Band 4 is displayed in red, band 3 in
green and band 2 in blue. To the lower left, a detailed view of the south area of the
Tillamook Bay is shown. Haze and the topographic effect has been mostly removed
from the image. Image resolution is 30 m by 30 m pixel size.
Terrain features that absorb radiation in all three wavebands, such as deep
water, appear dark. Features that reflect in the three wavebands, such as clouds,
appear white. Because vegetation has a high reflectance in Near Infrared (band 4)
(see page 140), all the vegetated areas look predominantly red. Darker red usually
corresponds to older forests. The reddish green patches correspond to forest clear-
cuts, in which there is some influence of bare-ground reflectance. Lighter spots in
urbanized areas correspond to highly reflecting structures, such as rooftops.142